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The gym companion and log sheets were created for you to print out and take to the gym.  You 
can also view them on your cell phone, kindle, or iPad by downloading the Adobe Reader for 
mobile.  I suggest that you print out the log sheets and fill them out.  Those that keep a journal 
are more likely to succeed.  You can click on any "blue underlined text"  that will take you to a 
video or link.  Use the links to see videos of exercises to double check form.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time to Get FRF! 

 
 

http://www.adobe.com/products/reader-mobile.html
http://www.adobe.com/products/reader-mobile.html
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Stand Broad Jump FRF Score 

Jump 8 feet or more = 3 points 

7-8 feet = 2 points 

6-7 feet = 1 point 

Less than 6 feet = 0 points 

Wall Squat FRF Score 

Able to full squat in control = 

3  

Squat halfway down = 2  

Squat 3/4 way down= 1  

Fall over= 0  

Dead lift-curl to Press FRF Score 

Get 20 reps or more in 1 minute = 3 points 

16-19 reps = 2 points 

12-15 reps = 1 point 

11 reps or less = 0 points 

Are You FRF- 5 Exercise Test 
 Test #1.  Wall squat (for function)-  Most athletes 

sacrifice mobility and flexibility training for working on 
their beach muscles. That's the mistake most men make, the 
more mobile you are the better you can move your joints 
through their full range of motion and the less likely you 
are to be injured.   This wall squat test will reveal 
functional limitations in your ankles, hips, lower, and 
upper back--places 
where most men are 
tight and inflexible.  
Most people fail this 
test because they have 
a rounded back or 
inflexible ankles. 

How to test- Stand facing a wall with your feet shoulder-width apart and toes 2 inches from the base and slightly 
turned out.  Squat down as low as you can keeping your feet flat, chest up and back naturally arched.  Do not let 
any part of your body touch the wall. 

 Test #2.  Standing Broad Jump (Power)  Muscular 

power has been identified by research as an important 
aspect of sport and firefighting performance.  Power helps 
the fire rescue athlete quickly drag heavy objects like hose 
line and possible victims.   The broad jump is one of the 
purest gauges of raw power.  It requires several muscle 
groups throughout the body to fire at once.  The stronger 
and more explosive you are,  the more force you generate 
and the further you jump.   

 

How to test- Stand with your toes on a line and your feet shoulder-width apart.  dip your knees, swing your arms 
and jump as far as you can.  Measure the distance from the starting line to where your toes first hit.  Note if you 
step back that distance is your score.   

 Test #3.  Dead lift-curl  to press 20x in a minute 
(Muscular Strength/Endurance).   Firefighting is a 

highly physical job that requires a high level of strength 
and anaerobic endurance.  An aggressive interior fire 
attack, scaling a ladder with heavy equipment and tools in 
order to ventilate a roof, lifting or dragging an unconscious 
victim all requires a high level of both strength and 
anaerobic endurance.   Anaerobic endurance refers to your 
ability to work at near maximal intensity in bursts in  sub 
minute bursts.  The more efficiently you utilize oxygen the 
more  effective you can be on the fire ground.   

How to test-  Grab some dumbbells that total roughly 30 percent of your body weight (30 pounders if you weigh 
200 pounds).  Hold the dumbbells by your sides with your feet shoulder with apart.  Keeping your back naturally 
arched and your head up, push your hips back and lower your body until your thighs are parallel to the floor.   As 
you stand up, curl the dumbbells to shoulder height and then press them straight overhead.  Return to the starting 
position and repeat as many times as possible in 1 minute.  
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Plank FRF Score 

Hold the plank for 3 minutes = 3 points 

2 to 3 minutes = 2 points 

1 to 2 minutes = 1 point 

Less than 1 minute = 0 points 

1.5-Mile Run FRF Score 

Finish in 10:30 or faster = 3 points 

12 to 10:30 minutes  = 2 points 

12-13 minutes = 1 point 

Greater than 13 minutes = 0 points 

 Test #4.  Plank (Core Strength)- A strong core 

transfers to a stronger athlete.  All movement starts and is 
supported by the core.  Most people think of a strong core 
as having a nice six-pack, or  toned abs, but the truth is that 
the abdominal muscles are a very small part of the core. 
The core actually consists of many different muscles that 
stabilize the spine and pelvis, and run the entire length of 
the torso. When these muscles contract, they stabilize the 
spine, pelvis and shoulder girdle and create a solid base of 
support to generate powerful movements.   A strong core 
distributes the forces of stressful movements and protects 
the back.   You can't be a fire rescue fit if you don't have a 
strong core. 

 
 

How to Test- Lay on the ground with your elbows directly below your shoulders.  Lift your hips and put your 
weight on your toes and forearms.  Your body should form a straight line from your shoulders to ankles.  Prepare 
your core by contracting your abs as if you were about to be punched.  Hold this position for as long as you can.  
When your hips sag or your knees touch the floor...your done.  

  
Test #5. 1.5-Mile Run (Aerobic Endurance)- VO2 

max, or maximal oxygen uptake refers to the maximum 
amount of oxygen that an individual can utilize during 
intense or maximal exercise.  It  is one factor that can 
determine an athlete's capacity to perform sustained 
exercise and is linked to aerobic endurance.  This 
measurement is generally considered the best indicator of 
an athlete's (especially firefighters) cardiovascular fitness 
and aerobic endurance.   The 1.5 mile run is a measure of 
aerobic power (cardiovascular endurance).  The objective is 
simple, run 1.5 miles as fast as possible.  Do not try to take 
this test unless you can run at least 20 minutes 
continuously.  

 
 
 
 

How to Test- For this test you must run all out for 1.5 miles (6 times around a standard quarter-mile track, located 
at many schools and some parks) and record your time.   You can also perform this test on a treadmill.   When 
running on the treadmill, keep the incline of the treadmill level (at zero). You or your partner need to record the 
time on the treadmill when you complete 1.5 miles at your testing speed (keep in mind it takes a few seconds to 
increase the speed of the treadmill). 

 

How did you do?  Are You FRF? 

Record you test scores below.  I suggest you test week 1, 6 and 12. 
 

Date of Test Score Notes 
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The Ultimate Fire Rescue Athlete Workout 

Disclaimer: See your physician before starting any exercise or nutrition program. You must have a 
complete physical examination if you are sedentary, if you have high cholesterol, high blood pressure, 
or diabetes, if you are overweight, or if you are over 40 years old. Please discuss all nutritional and 
activity changes with your physician or a registered dietician.  It is very important to train 
conservatively and not overdo things. 
 

10 Tips to Successfully Complete the FRF Ultimate Fire Rescue Athlete Workout 
 

1. Sedentary individuals must complete the Fire Rescue Fitness Foundation Program or The 

FRF 28-day Quickstart Program first.  

2. Don't do any exercise that you aren't sure how to do. Always get personal instruction from 

a certified trainer and/or use the video examples and coaching sheets. 

3. Don't do anything that hurts or "doesn't feel right". There are plenty of alternative 

exercises for every movement, just refer to www.FireRescueFitness.com for options. 

4. Whenever you start a NEW program, use lighter weights on the first week.  The Ultimate 

Fire Rescue Athlete Workout was designed to use weeks 1, 5 and 9  to get familiar with the 

new exercises and to focus on form not weight.  Use the other weeks of the program to 

increase strength but remember form is always the most important element.   

5. If you need extra recovery within the workout or between workouts, don't hesitate to take 

it. Safety first.  Utilize the exercise from the Stretch and Recovery Manual (included as  a 

bonus) whenever possible. 

6. Follow the calendar of workouts for the 12 weeks.  If you miss one workout, don’t worry, 

just skip that day and continue following the program.  If you miss two or more consecutive 

workouts, do not skip ahead but continue where you left off (the program will be extended 

a little longer than the 12 weeks).   You can switch days and workouts around based on 

your work schedule and schedule.  Make sure to rest a day between strength workouts. 

7. Finish each workout with stretching and foam rolling (follow stretch and recovery manual 

that is included with your purchase). 

8. Never skip the active warm-up and prehab.  You can substitute the active warm-up 

exercises with other ones but do not decrease the number of exercises or reps.  If you are 

limited by time, reduce the number of sets in the workout, but always perform the full 

warm-up.  Never skip a warm-up/ prehab. 

9. If you have an injury (or nagging strain/sprain), get medical attention and have a 

professional therapist rehabilitate your injury before starting this or any exercise program. 

10. Use a spotter if you are training with heavy weights. 

11. (Bonus 11) If you decide to use running as your form of interval training, make sure you 

have good running shoes, always do an extra thorough warm-up, and choose a safe running 

surface (grass or trails rather than pavement/concrete). If you use a treadmill, please 

operate it safely. 

Enjoy the journey... 

 

 

 

http://www.firerescuefitness.com/p/the-firerescue-workout-plans.html
https://app.getresponse.com/site/zamzowfitness/webform.html?wid=171805
http://www.firerescuefitness.com/
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FRF Ultimate Fire Athlete Workout Schedule 
        Week 1 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 

Intro week 
low weight, 

work on 
form 

 Workout 1 
Cardio Interval 

Workout 
(stretch after) 

Workout 2  

Cardio Interval 
Workout 
 (foam roll) 

Workout 3 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

OFF (Rest) 

Use Week 1 to acclimate to the workouts, go light and focus on form of each exercise and rep 

Week 2 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 Day 11 Day 12 Day 13 Day 14 

 
Workout 1 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

Workout 2 
Cardio Interval 

Workout 
 (foam roll) 

Challenge 
workout-300 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

OFF (Rest) 

Week 3 Day 15 Day 16 Day 17 Day 18 Day 19 Day 20 Day 21 

 

Workout 1  + 
Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

Cardio Interval 
Workout 

(stretch after) 

Workout 2 +  
Any of the     

 10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

Cardio Interval 
Workout 
 (foam roll) 

Workout 3 +  
Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

OFF (Rest) 

Week 4 Day 22 Day 23 Day 24 Day 25 Day 26 Day 27 Day 28 

 

Workout 1 

+Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

Workout 2  

+Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

Cardio Interval 
Workout 
 (foam roll) 

Challenge 
workout-300  
+Any of the      

10-min Interval 

Overhauls 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

OFF (Rest) 

        Week 5 Day 29 Day 30 Day 31 Day 32 Day 33 Day 34 Day 35 
Intro week 
low weight, 

work on 
form 

 Workout 4 
Cardio Interval 

Workout 
(stretch after) 

Workout 5  

+Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

4-mile 
Challenge 
 (foam roll) 

Workout 6+   
5-mins of Hell 

Challenge 

Cardio Run/ Walk 

5K or Bike/ Climb 
20-30 mins (stretch 

&  foam roll) 

OFF (Rest) 

Use Week 5 to acclimate to the workouts, go light and focus on form of each exercise and rep 

Week 6 Day 36 Day 37 Day 38 Day 39 Day 40 Day 41 Day 42 

 

Workout 4   

+Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

Workout 5 
 +Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

Cardio Interval 
Workout 
 (foam roll) 

Challenge 
workout-400 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

OFF (Rest) 

Week 7 Day 43 Day 44 Day 45 Day 46 Day 47 Day 48 Day 49 

 

Workout 4   

+Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

Cardio Interval 
Workout or Fire 
ground workout 
(stretch after) 

Workout 5 
 +Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

5-mile 
Challenge 
 (foam roll) 

Workout 6 +   
5-mins of Hell 

Challenge 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

OFF (Rest) 

Week 8 Day 50 Day 51 Day 52 Day 53 Day 54 Day 55 Day 56 

 

Workout 4   

+Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

Cardio Interval 
Workout or Fire 
ground workout 
(stretch after) 

Workout 5 
 +Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

Cardio Interval 
Workout 
 (foam roll) 

Challenge 
workout-400 

+ 5-mins of Hell 
Challenge 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

OFF (Rest) 

        Week 9 Day 57 Day 58 Day 59 Day 60 Day 61 Day 62 Day 63 
Intro week 
low weight, 

work on 
form 

 Workout 7 
4-mile cardio 

challenge 
(stretch after) 

Workout 8  

4-mile 
Challenge 
 (foam roll) 

Workout 9 +  
5 mins of hell 

challenge 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

OFF (Rest) 

Use Week 9 to acclimate to the workouts, go light and focus on form of each exercise and rep 

Week 10 Day 64 Day 65 Day 66 Day 67 Day 68 Day 69 Day 70 

 

Workout  7   

+Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

Workout 8  

+Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

Cardio Interval 
Workout 
 (foam roll) 

Challenge 
workout-500 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

OFF (Rest) 

Week 11 Day 71 Day 72 Day 73 Day 74 Day 75 Day 76 Day 77 

 

Workout 7   

+Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

Workout 8  

+Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

5-mile 
Challenge 
 (foam roll) 

Workout 9 +  
5 mins of hell 

challenge 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

OFF (Rest) 

Week 12 Day 78 Day 79 Day 80 Day 81 Day 82 Day 83 

Congratulations! 
YOU are FRF 

 

Workout 7   

+Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 

Workout 8  

+Any of the      

10-min Interval 
Overhauls 

Cardio Interval 
Workout 
 (foam roll) 

Challenge 
workout-500 

Cardio Run/ Walk 
5K or Bike/ Climb 

20-30 mins (stretch 
&  foam roll) 
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Ultimate Fire Rescue Athlete Workout #1 

It starts here; this is the first workout of the program.  Perform the warm-up and core exercises then move to 

the strength exercises.  You will superset (work 2 exercises back to back without rest) the strength 

exercises. Watch your rest intervals--try to stick to them.  If you lose your form, be done with that set.   

Active Warm-up 

Perform the active warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for 

each.  Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous shift or 

workout. 

 

Warm-up Exercises  Reps    
Knee Hugs   8-10 each side    

Inverted Hamstrings   8-10 each side 

Spidermans   8-10 each side 

Chest Hugs   20x 

Foam Roll   10x over trouble spots 

  

Core Exercises 

Perform the core exercises in a circuit.  Move from one exercise to the next with limited rest, follow the 

suggested range or reps.  Repeat the circuit 2x, rest 30 seconds between circuits.   

Core  Exercises  Reps    
Stability Ball Jack Knife 10-15 reps    

Prone Cobra   10-15 reps 

Single Leg V-ups  10-12 each leg 

Prone Stick-ups  10-12 reps 

  

Strength Exercises 

Perform the first exercise with strict form, after completing the suggested reps, quickly go to the next 

exercise without rest and follow its suggested reps.  Rest after the second exercise then repeat 2-3 times 

before going to the next superset pair.  Use good form and control each rep. 

Strength Exercise   Reps   Rest   
1a.  Lat Pulldowns    10-12 reps  superset with 1b (no rest) 

1b.  Hands on Ball Push-ups  10-15 reps  rest 1 min. (repeat superset 2-3x)  

2a.  Standing Pressout   10-12 reps  superset with 2b (no rest) 

2b.  Offset Lunge (weight on shoulder) 8 reps each leg  rest 1 min. (repeat superset 2-3x) 

3a.  Calf Raises to trap shrugs  10-12 reps  superset with 3b (no rest) 

3b.  Single Leg Touchdowns  8-10 each leg  rest 1 min. (repeat superset 2-3x) 

4a.  Tricep Pushdowns  10-12 reps  superset with 4b (no rest) 

4b.  Captain Morgan Curls  5-6 each leg up rest 1 min. (repeat superset 2-3x) 

 

During week 1 of the program only perform 2 supersets of each pair.  During weeks 2-4 try to perform 3 

supersets of each pair.  Remember if you lose form then you are finished with that exercise.  

 

Check the Workout Calendar; you may be required to perform one of the 10 –minute Interval Overhauls 

following the workout. 

 

Trial and error is the way to determine how much weight to lift.  Choose a weight such that the last rep of 

the first set (highest number in the rep range) is somewhat difficult but not too difficult, to complete.  If you 

stick to the rest intervals strictly it will be very difficult to complete the same number of reps in sets 2 and 3.  

If you can, increase the weight.  Progressive overload, or adding more weight over time, is a fundamental 

principle of weight training.   
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FRF Ultimate Workout #1- Warm UP Exercises 

 

Perform the warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for each. 

Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous shift or 

workout. 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Knee Hugs 

(8-10 each side)  

Coaching Tips:  Start in a standing position, 

head and shoulders back, abs tight.  Draw 

your belly button inward toward your spine.  

Bring one knee up towards your chest,  Don’t 

lean forward, stay standing straight, do NOT 

Round your back. Hug your knee with both 

arms and slowly pull the knee up and towards 

your chest. Hold your balance and this stretch 

position for 1-2 seconds then return to the 

starting position. Keep good posture through 

the motion.  Switch your legs every rep. 

 

Inverted 

Hamstring                

(8-10 each side) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with one 

foot slightly off the floor.  Make sure to keep 

your head back and abs tight.  Balance on one 

foot, pivot at the hips and slowly bring your 

upper body forward and the other leg back. 

At the same time slowly raise your arms with 

thumbs up. Bring your body parallel to the 

floor, pause then slowly return to the starting 

position Try not to let the foot hit the floor 

between reps. Perform all reps on one leg 

then repeat with the other leg.  

Spiderman’s       

 (8-10 each side)  

Coaching Tips:  Start in a push-up position, 

take one large step forward with your foot, 

aiming for the outside of your hand.  Make 

sure the head and shoulders stay straight and 

be sure to not force the movement, let your 

leg swing as far as it comfortably can, pause 

for a couple of seconds and return to the 

starting position. Repeat on the other side.  

You should alternate between sides. 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Chest Hugs         

(20 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with your 

feet hip width apart.  Draw your abs tight, 

squeeze the glutes and your shoulder blades 

together.  At the same time pull your arms 

back as far as they can, pause and return to 

the starting position.  Keep your thumbs 

pointed back through the whole motion.   
 

Foam Roll 

 (10x over trouble 

spots) 

Coaching Tips:  Sit on the floor and rest 

your body on the top of the foam roller.  Roll 

over the top of trouble (painful) spots; quads, 

glutes, hamstrings, calves, and/or hamstrings. 

Give each sore spot 10 good rolls.  It’s a good 

hurt. 
  

 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=COZJP-TWz8A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AKILYhJtvw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AKILYhJtvw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeDr4295vsQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGDx9Lm9wKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcWOx-aPljc
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FRF Ultimate Workout #1- Core Exercises 

 
Perform the core exercises in a circuit.  Move from one exercise to the next with limited rest; follow the 

suggested range or reps.  Repeat the circuit 2x, rest 30 seconds between circuits.   

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

Stability Ball Jack 

Knife  

(10-15 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Lie face down on a stability 

ball with both hands on the floor.  Walk your 

hands out, allowing the ball to roll to your 

shins. Keep your hands directly below your 

shoulders; your body should form a straight 

line from your heels to your head.  Draw 

your belly button inward toward your spine, 

keep your legs straight and lift your hips 

toward the ceiling while you pull the ball 

toward your hands. Hold for a second, then 

lower back to the starting position. 
 

Prone Cobra  

(10-15 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Lie chest down on the floor 

with your arms at your sides (palms up).  Lift 

your head, arms chest and legs off the floor 

at the same time.  Rotate your palms as you 

lift your arms.  Hold the top position for 2 

seconds then return to the starting position.  

Repeat as directed. 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Single Leg V-ups 

(10-12 each leg) 

Coaching Tips Lay on your back with your 

legs straight and your arms extended 

overhead.  Draw your belly button inward 

toward your spine and slowly raise one leg 

and your upper body towards each other.  

Reach and slightly twist to touch the outside 

of the raised leg then slowly lower your leg 

and upper body back to the starting position.  

The slower you go the more you work your 

core.  Repeat the motion with the other leg.  

Make sure to return to the starting position 

between reps and alternate sides.  

Prone Stick-ups 

(10-12 reps) 

  

Coaching Tips:  Lie chest down on the floor. 

Hold your arms out to the side with a 90-degree 

bend in the elbows. Squeeze the muscles between 

your shoulder blades and squeeze your shoulder 

blades together. Draw your belly button inward 

toward your spine.  Slowly slide your hands 

overhead.   Keep your hands above the floor; hold 

the extended position 2 seconds. Slowly return to 

the start position, think about putting your elbows 

in your back pockets. Don’t let your hands touch 

the ground and repeat the rep again.  Try to 

improve your range of motion exercise each 

week. 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kP_DU3vYGU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kP_DU3vYGU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-mQkLfFQzno
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BofJwAw_tsE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DXRxkkT50Tw
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 Ultimate Fire Rescue Athlete Workout #1- Strength Exercises 

 

Perform the first exercise with strict form, after completing the suggested reps, quickly go to the next exercise 

without rest and follow its suggested reps.  Rest after the second exercise then repeat 2-3 times before going to 

the next superset pair.  Use good form and control each rep.  
Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

1a.  Lat Pulldowns 

(10 -12reps) 

Superset with 1b. 

Coaching Tips:  Grasp the overhead bar with your palms facing 

away from you.  Bring your shoulder blades down so they are not at 

your ears. Draw your abs tight and lean back slightly.  Pull the bar 

slowly down towards your chin; be careful to not arch your back.  

As the bar gets below the chin, pause and slowly return to the 

starting position.  Keep the abs tight and head looking forward 

throughout the motion. Maintain control of the motion to insure you 

don’t swing.  Repeat as directed  

1b. Hands on Ball 

Push-ups 

(10-15 reps) 

rest 1 min. (repeat 

superset 2-3x) 

Coaching Tips:  Place your hand shoulder width apart on a medium 

sized stability ball.  Support your body weight through your hands 

and feet.  Tighten your abs and glutes then slowly lower your upper 

body towards the floor.  Your elbows should be outside your body.  

Lower till your chest is almost touches the ball, pause, and then push 

your upper body back to the starting position.  Make sure your hips 

do not sink or elevate, keep your torso straight.  Be sure to go slowly 

and keep the head up and back and your abs tight. Repeat as 

directed. 
 

2a. Standing Pressout 

(10-12 reps) 

Superset with 2b. 

Coaching Tips:  Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart, hold a 

dumbbell or plate by its ends against your chest.   Draw your 

abdomen inward toward your spine and tighten your butt then 

slowly press the ends of the weight together as you simultaneously 

push the dumbbell away from your body.  Keep the top of the 

weight at eye level, once your arms are straight pause and pull the 

weight back slowly as you squeeze your shoulder blades together.  

Repeat as directed.  

2b.  Offset Lunge 
(weight on shoulder)  

8 reps each leg 

 rest 1 min. (repeat 

superset 2-3x) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand in proper alignment with dumbbell lifted just 

off one shoulder.  Draw your lower abdomen inward toward your 

spine then step forward and descend slowly by bending at the hips, 

knees and ankles.  Keep your weight between the heel and mid-foot.  

Do not allow the feet to cave inward or shift outward and the knees 

should track between the first and second toes.  Only descend down 

as far as you can maintain optimal alignment throughout the entire 

kinetic chain.  Keep upper torso straight, do not lean forward.  Push 

through the foot to return to the starting position.  Repeat on  other 

leg.. 
 

3a. Calf Raise to 
Shrug 

(10-12 reps) 

Superset with 3b. 

Coaching Tips:  Start with the dumbbells comfortably positioned at 

your hips, palms facing in and legs straight.  Draw the abs in tight 

and raise your shoulders to your ears.  Hold that position and then 

push through your toes to raise your heels from the floor.  Pause at 

the highest point, and then slowly lower yourself to the starting 

position.  Maintain a slow, controlled pace throughout the rep.  Keep 

your abs tight and head up.  Repeat as directed. 
 

3b.  Single Leg 
touchdowns       

(8-10 each leg) 

rest 1 min.  

(repeat superset 2-3x) 

Coaching Tips:  Begin balanced on one leg and a dumbbell in the 

opposite hand.   Draw your abdomen inward toward your spine. 

Controllably, squat down bending the ankle, knee, and hip while 

reaching attempting to touch your toe with the opposite hand or 

dumbbell.  Pause for a moment on the bottom of the motion and 

return to the staring position.  Stay balanced on one leg until all reps 

are complete. Finish all reps on one leg then repeat as directed on 

the other. 
 

4a.  Tricep 
Pushdowns (10-12 
reps) 

Superset with 4b. 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight; grab the cable bar 

with palms facing the floor.  Draw your abs and glutes 

tight and push hands straight toward the floor.  Pause 

at the bottom of the motion, emphasize the triceps 

contraction, and then slowly raise your hands to the 

starting position.  Maintain good posture and a slow 

controlled pace.  Repeat as directed.  

4b. Morgan Curls 

(5-6 reps each leg) 

Rest 1 minute 

(repeat superset 2-3x)  

Coaching Tips:  Stand with dumbbells in your hands, palms facing 

forward (thumbs out).  Place one leg up on a bench and slightly lean 

forward.  Be sure to engage the core and squeeze the glutes, and 

then slowly pivot at the elbows and raise the dumbbells to your 

chest.  Keep your palms facing forward and your shoulder blades 

down.  Maintain a slow and controlled pace.  Repeat with other leg 

up as directed.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYjEqWCp9-M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoSAb-7l7Xc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoSAb-7l7Xc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGoiNHQy8VY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eTBBqIqr-EA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eTBBqIqr-EA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-YAS0uQUzo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-YAS0uQUzo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kEn_eJibKQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kEn_eJibKQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sZfGpV-I3k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sZfGpV-I3k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=11g35iCODL8
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FRF Ultimate Workout #1 Workout Plan Date:  Date:  Date:  Date:  Additional 
Note 

Muscle 
Groups 

Perform each exercise 
with great form, 

posture and intensity! 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 
Actual Workout Results 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps  

Warm-up 

W
a
rm

-u
p

 Start with a 5-10 minute elliptical, jog, bike or stairs for warm-up 
Knee Hugs 8-10 

each 
0           

Inverted Hamstrings 8-10 ea 0           
Spiderman’s 8-10 

each 
0           

Chest Hugs 20x 0           
Foam Roll (trouble spots) 10x/spot 30s            

Core Exercises 

C
o

re
 E

x
e
rc

is
e
s 

Core Circuit #1 

SB Jack knife 15-20 0           
Prone Cobra 10-15 0           
Single leg v-ups 10-12 

each 

0           
Prone stick ups 10-15  30s 

sec 
          

Core Circuit #2 

SB Jack knife 15-20 0           
Prone Cobra 10-15 0           
Single leg v-ups 10-12 

each 

0           
Prone stick ups 10-15  30s 

sec 
          

Strength Exercises 

Set 
# 

Perform each 
exercise with great 
form, posture and 

intensity! 

Workout Plan Actual Workout Results 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps Additional 

Notes 
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

1a Lat Pulldowns  10-12 0           

1b Hands ball p-ups 10-15 1min 
min 

          

1a Lat Pulldowns  10-12 0           

1b Hands ball p-ups 10-15 1min 
min 

          

1a Lat Pulldowns  10-12 0           

1b Hands ball p-ups 10-15 1min 
min 

          

2A Standing Pressout 10-12 0           

2B Offset Lunge 
(weight on 
shoulder) 

6-8  ea 1min 
min 

          

2A Standing Pressout 10-12 0           

2B Offset Lunge 
(weight on 
shoulder) 

6-8 ea 1min 
min 

          

2A Standing Pressout 10-12 0           

2B Offset Lunge 
(weight on 
shoulder) 

6-8 ea 1min 
min 

          

3A Calf raises trap 

shrugs 
15-20 0           

3B Single Leg Tdowns 8-10 ea 1min 
min 

          

3A Calf raises trap 

shrugs 
15-20 0           

3B Single Leg Tdowns 8-10 ea 1min 
min 

          

3A Calf raises trap 

shrugs 
15-20 0           

3B Single Leg Tdowns 8-10 ea 1min 
min 

          

4A Tricep Pushdowns 10-12 0           

4B Captain Morgan 
Curls 

6-8 ea 
each 
leg 

1min 
min 

          

4A Tricep Pushdowns 10-12 0           

4B Captain Morgan 
Curls 

6-8 ea 
each 
leg 

1min 
min 

          

4A Tricep Pushdowns 10-12 0           

4B Captain Morgan 
Curls 

6-8 ea 
each 
leg 

1min 
min 

          

Workout Notes 
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Ultimate Fire Rescue Athlete Workout #2 

It starts here; this is the first workout of the program.  Perform the warm-up and core exercises then move to the strength 

exercises.  You will superset (work 2 exercises back to back without rest) the strength exercises. Watch your rest intervals--try to 

stick to them.  If you lose your form, be done with that set.   

Active Warm-up 

Perform the active warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for 
each.  Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous shift or 

workout. 

 

Warm-up Exercises   Reps    
Inch Worms    8-10  

Step back reach and twist  8-10 each side 

Knees side to side (feet up)  8-10 each side 

90-90 Stretch    8-10 each side 

Foam Roll    10x over trouble spots 

  

Core Exercises 

Perform the core exercises in a circuit.  Move from one exercise to the next with limited rest, follow the 

suggested range or reps.  Repeat the circuit 2x, rest 30 seconds between circuits.   

Core  Exercises   Reps    
Crunch (feet down ball squeeze) 15-25 

Ball hamstring curls   12-15 

Plank hold (arms on ball)  45-60 seconds 

Hanging Leg Raises   10-15  

 

Strength Exercises 

Perform the first exercise with strict form, after completing the suggested reps, quickly go to the next 

exercise without rest and follow its suggested reps.  Rest after the second exercise then repeat 2-3 times 

before going to the next superset pair.  Use good form and control each rep. 

Strength Exercise   Reps   Rest   
Body Row    10-15   15 sec 

DB Front Squats   10-15   15 sec 

DB Stiff Legged Deadlift  10-15   1-2 mins 
Perform the above exercises in a circuit, repeat for 2 to 3 circuits 
Alt arm DB chest Press  8-10 each arm  15 sec 

Straight arm pulldown  10-15   15 sec 

Front Shoulder to Lateral Raises 5-6 each  1-2 mins 
Perform the above exercises in a circuit, repeat for 2 to 3 circuits 
Lunge with curls   6-8 each leg  15 sec  

Tricep kickback   10-12   15 sec  

DB Halo    5-6 each direction 1-2 mins 
Perform the above exercises in a circuit, repeat for 2 to 3 circuits  

Check the Workout Calendar; you may be required to perform one of the 10 –minute Interval Overhauls following the workout. 

 

During week 1 of the program only perform 2 supersets of each pair.  During weeks 2-4 try to perform 3 

supersets of each pair.  Remember if you lose form then you are finished with that exercise.  

 

Trial and error is the way to determine how much weight to lift.  Choose a weight such that the last rep of 

the first set (highest number in the rep range) is somewhat difficult but not too difficult, to complete.  If you 

stick to the rest intervals strictly it will be very difficult to complete the same number of reps in sets 2 and 3.  

If you can, increase the weight.  Progressive overload, or adding more weight over time, is a fundamental 

principle of weight training.   
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FRF Ultimate Workout #2- Warm UP Exercises 

 
Perform the warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for 

each. Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous 

shift or workout. 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Inch Worms 

(5-6 reps)  

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with your feet at hip 

width. Hinge forward at the waist and touch the floor 

with your palms. Bend your knees, if necessary.  Draw 
your belly button inward toward your spine.  

Walk your hands forward until you are supporting all 

your weight on your hands and toes. Your body should 

make a straight line and your hands should line up with 
your shoulders. Hold this position for 2 seconds then 

walk your hands back toward your feet.  Try to keep 

your palms on the floor, bend your knees, if necessary. 

 

Step Back Reach 

and Twist                

(6 each leg) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with your head 

looking straight forward.  Slowly step back with one 

leg, reaching towards the ceiling with the arm on the 

same side.  Keep your stepped back position slowly 
twist towards the opposite shoulder.  Hold for 2-3 

seconds then slowly return to the starting position.  

Make sure your abs are tight through the entire motion.  

Repeat on the other side as directed. 
 

Knees Side to Side       

 (6 each side)  

Coaching Tips:  Lie on your back with your feet up 

(shins parallel to the floor), knees up and together.  
Have your arms outstretched with your palms up.  Draw 

your abs tight and squeeze the glutes, then slowly let 

your knees drop to one side.  Allow them to fall as far 

as you can but you must keep both shoulder blades and 
arms flat on the floor.  Hold the stretched position for a 

few seconds and return knees to the starting position.  

Keep the abs and glutes tight and let the knees drop to 

the opposite side. Do not force or bounce into the 
stretch, ease into it.  Repeat as directed. 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

90-90 Stretch         

(6 reps each side) 

Coaching Tips:  Lying face up on the floor with your 

arms out to the side, drop your knees to one side and 

press them against the floor.  Draw your belly button in 
(tight pants on) and continue to press your knees into 

the floor.  Rotate your upper body and arm (away from 

your knees) and try to put your back flat on the ground.  

Hold this stretch position for 2 seconds; be sure to 
breathe easy as you stretch.   Return to the starting 

position and do the movement to the other side of the 

body.  Only rotate as far as you can keep your knees 

down.  Exhale as you stretch. 

 

Foam Roll 

 (10x over trouble 

spots) 

Coaching Tips:  Sit on the floor and rest your body on 

the top of the foam roller.  Roll over the top of trouble 

(painful) spots; quads, glutes, hamstrings, calves, and/or 
hamstrings. Give each sore spot 10 good rolls.  It’s a 

good hurt. 
  

 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y6bv5b4mQ7U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYixyC4IdNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYixyC4IdNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7WVJWqrDLQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grVOV72JNp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcWOx-aPljc
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FRF Ultimate Workout #2- Core Exercises 

 
Perform the core exercises in a circuit.  Move from one exercise to the next with limited rest; follow the 

suggested range or reps.  Repeat the circuit 2x, rest 30 seconds between circuits.   

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Crunch (feet 

down, ball 

squeeze) 

(10-25 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Lie flat on your back, knees 

up and feet flat on the floor.  Place a small 

squeezable ball (soccer, valley or medicine 

ball) between your knees.  Squeeze your 

knees to keep the ball in the proper position.  

Draw your abs in and squeeze your glutes 

then slowly raise your shoulders off the floor.  

Your head should be supported, not pulled by 

your hands for the entire motion.  Pause for a 

moment at the top of the motion and return to 

the starting position.    Repeat as directed. 

 

Ball Hamstring 

Curls  

(12-15 reps) 

Coaching Ques:  Find a medium sized 

stability ball, place your feet on very top 

and middle of the ball.  Slowly apply 

pressure into the ball to raise your hips 

(legs should be straight).  Draw abs tight, 

squeeze your glutes then slowly pull your 

heels toward your rear.  Use your hands 

to help with balance as you move your 

feet toward you.  Pull your feet as close to 

your rear as possible, pause for a second 

then return to the starting position 

(keeping your hips off the floor the entire 

set).  Repeat as directed.  

Plank Hold (arms on 

ball) 

(45-60 seconds) 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on the floor with elbows/ 
forearms under your shoulders and on top of a 

medium sized stability ball.  Tighten your abs 
and glutes then lift your body off the floor, your 
toes and forearms should be holding you up.  

Keep abs tight and head in proper alignment.  
You may need to widen your feet to gain more 
stability and balance.  This exercise requires 

you to hold the position or the directed amount 
of time.  Hold as directed.  

Hanging Leg Raises 

(10-15 reps) 

  

Coaching Tips:  Grasp an overhead bar with 

palms forward or back (whichever is more 

comfortable).  Let your feel hang from floor, 

tighten your abs and glutes, then slowly curl 

your upper body toward your chest.  Bring 

your legs as high as possible, pause and 

slowly lower legs back to the starting 

position.  Maintain control of the motion to 

insure you don’t swing.  Repeat as directed. 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMS97p3maWk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMS97p3maWk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMS97p3maWk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kb5jEKOT6VE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kb5jEKOT6VE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=thNRq2OgPCc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=thNRq2OgPCc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vre--xfrV5A
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FRF Ultimate Workout #2- Strength Exercises 

Perform the warm-up and core exercises then move to the strength exercises.  You will perform 3 strength exercises in a row 

without rest.  Rest after the 3
rd

 exercise then repeat the circuit.  Watch your rest intervals--try to stick to them.  If you lose your 

form on an exercise you’re done with that exercise.   

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

1a.  Body Row 

(10 -15 reps) 

Superset with 1b and 1c. 

Coaching Tips:  Adjust the bar to mid-thigh height.  Grab the smith 

bar (be sure the bar is locked in place). Draw your abdominal 

muscles tight and squeeze the glutes.  Pull your chest up towards the 

bar keeping your traps as relaxed as possible.  Keep the abs tight, 

head up as you pull.  Don’t let your legs push you up, pull yourself, 

pause at the top of the motion, then slowly lower back to the starting 

position.  Be sure to keep your glutes and abs tight and shoulders 

down throughout the motion.  Repeat as directed.  

1b. DB Front 

Squats 

(10-15 reps) 

Superset with 1b and 1c 

 

Coaching Tips:  Start with the dumbbells comfortably positioned at 

your shoulders, end to end with your palms facing you.  It is very 

important to keep your abs tight throughout the entire motion.  Draw 

the abs in and slowly descend towards the floor, bend at the hip and 

knee, like you are to sit in a chair.  Go as low as you comfortably 

can, pause, push thought your feet and return to starting position.  

Do not lean forward or let your knees swing in or out.  Keep a slow, 

controlled pace.  Repeat as directed.  

1c. DB Stiff 

Legged Deadlifts 

(10-15 reps) 

rest 1-2 mins. (repeat 

superset 2-3x) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with a dumbbell in each hand, 

palms facing in.  Keeping your knees straight (they may have a 

slight bend) lower the dumbbells toward the floor.  Be sure to have 

tight abs and keep your head up.  Once the dumbbells are at shin 

height, pause for a moment and bring them back to the starting 

position.  Do not bend your back; keep it straight throughout the 

motion.  Stay in control of the weight. Repeat as directed 
 

2a.  Alt. arm DB 

Chest Press 

(8-10 each arm) 

Superset with 1b and 1c. 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on your back with your feet flat on the floor or 

bench (whichever you feel more comfortable with) Dumbbells 

should be straight our over your chest.  Slowly lower one dumbbell 

to the outside of your chest while keeping the opposite arm straight 

and stabile.  Slowly bring the first dumbbell back to the starting 

position and repeat on the other side.  It is very important to 

maintain a slow pace.  Be sure to pause at the top of the motion to 

stay in control.  Repeat as directed.  

2b. Straight Arm 

pulldown 

(10-15 reps) 

Superset with 2b and 2c 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight; grab the cable bar with palms 

facing the floor.  Draw your abs and glutes tight and push hands 

straight toward the floor, keeping your arms straight.  Pause at the 

bottom of the motion, emphasize the straight arms, and then slowly 

raise your hands to the starting position.  Maintain good posture and 

a slow controlled pace.  Repeat as directed.  

2c. Front Shoulder 

to Lateral Raises 

(5-6 each) 

rest 1-2 mins. (repeat 

superset 2-3x) 

Coaching Tips:  Take dumbbells that you can easily control.  Stand 

with good posture; engage core and glutes while slowly raising the 

weights, one to your side the other out in front.  Control the weight 

on the way back to the starting position, and then switch arm 

positions.  Do not allow your head to jut forward, keep the abs and 

glutes tight and control the weight for the entire rep.  Repeat as 

directed. 
 

3a.  Lunges with 

Curls 

(6-8 each leg) 

Superset with 3b and 3c. 

Coaching Tips:  Grasp dumbbells, one in each hand with palms 

facing in, weights by your shoulders.  Draw the abs tight and slowly 

step forward bending at the hip, knee and ankle.  Lower your arms 

to your sides and drop the back knee toward the ground but do not 

let it touch.  Pause for a second and push through the planted foot to 

return to the starting position, as you do.  Keep your shoulders and 

head back, do not get your weight too far forward.  Repeat on the 

other leg.  Perform reps as directed.  
Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

3b. Tricep 

Kickbacks 

(10-15 reps) 

Superset with 3b and 3c. 

Coaching Tips:   Bend forward at the waist and keep the dumbbells 

close to your sides. Slightly bend your knees and keep your back 

and head straight.  Extend your arms (kickback) towards your glutes, 

keep your palms facing your body.  Pause when your arms are 

straight then slowly return to the starting position. If you can’t 

straighten your arms the weight is too heavy.  Keep your back 

straight and your head in proper alignment.  Once form has 

diminished discontinue the exercise.   
  

3c. DB Halo 

(5-6 each 

direction) 

rest 1-2 mins. (repeat 

superset 2-3x) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand in proper alignment with a dumbbell at eye 

level in front of you.  Draw your lower abdomen inward toward 

your spine (activating the deep stabilizing mechanism).  Rotate the 

dumbbell clockwise around your head; keep your core tight; go 

slowly as to not hit your head with the dumbbell.  Perform all 

repetitions in one direction then perform the same number in the 

other direction. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKP0QFrPUi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDIsKTdui-I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDIsKTdui-I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rgJjdFmAUjo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rgJjdFmAUjo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Et-rkKWmig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Et-rkKWmig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eOUmgz39Tw0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eOUmgz39Tw0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRZjew1PVF0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRZjew1PVF0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvsYL-hCGjA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvsYL-hCGjA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=caADB46OgoY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=caADB46OgoY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDsRdTeg7cQ
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FRF Ultimate Workout #2 Workout Plan Date:  Date:  Date:  Date:  Additional 
Note 

Muscle 
Groups 

Perform each exercise 
with great form, 

posture and intensity! 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 
Actual Workout Results 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps  

Warm-up 

W
a
rm

-u
p

 Start with a 5-10 minute elliptical, jog, bike or stairs for warm-up 
Inch Worms 8-10x 0           
Step back  reach twist 8-10 ea 0           
Knees side to side 
(feet up) 

8-10 ea 0           
90-90 stretch 8-10 ea 0           
Foam Roll (trouble spots) 10x/spot 30s           

Core Exercises 

C
o

re
 E

x
e
rc

is
e
s 

Core Circuit #1 

Crunch (feet down 
ball squeeze) 

15-25 0           
Ball hamstring curls 12-15 0           
Plank (hold) on ball 45-60 s 0           
Hanging Leg Raises 10-15 30s           
Core Circuit #2 

Crunch (feet down 
ball squeeze) 

15-25 0           
Ball hamstring curls 12-15 0           
Plank (hold) on ball 45-60 s 0           
Hanging Leg Raises 10-15 30s           

Strength Exercises 

Set 
# 

Perform each 
exercise with great 
form, posture and 

intensity! 

Workout Plan Actual Workout Results 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps Additional 

Notes 
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

1a Body Row 10-15 15 s           

1b DB Front Squats 10-15 15 s           

1c DB Stiff Legged 
Deadlift 

10-15 1-2m           

1a Body Row 10-15 15 s           

1b DB Front Squats 10-15 15 s           

1c DB Stiff Legged 
Deadlift 

10-15 1-2m           

1a Body Row 10-15 15 s           

1b DB Front Squats 10-15 15 s           

1c DB Stiff Legged 
Deadlift 

10-15 1-2m           

2a Alt arm DB chest Press 8-10 
each 
arm 

15 s           

2b Straight arm pulldown 10-15 15 s           

2c Front  to Lateral Raises 5-6 
each 

1-2m           

2a Alt arm DB chest Press 8-10 
each 
arm 

15 s           

2b Straight arm pulldown 10-15 15 s           

2c Front  to Lateral Raises 5-6 
each 

1-2m           

2a Alt arm DB chest Press 8-10 
each 
arm 

15 s           

2b Straight arm pulldown 10-15 15 s           

2c Front  to Lateral Raises 5-6 
each 

1-2m           

3a Lunge with curls 6-8 
each leg 

15 s           

3b Tricep kickback 10-12 15 s           

3c DB Halo 5-6 ea 1-2m           

3a Lunge with curls 6-8 
each leg 

15 s           

3b Tricep kickback 10-12 15 s           

3c DB Halo 5-6 ea 1-2m           

3a Lunge with curls 6-8 
each leg 

15 s           

3b Tricep kickback 10-12 15 s           

3c DB Halo 5-6 ea 1-2m           

Workout Notes 
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Ultimate Fire Rescue Athlete Workout #3 

 
You made it to workout #3, this is a challenging circuit, make sure to mind your form.  Perform the warm-up circuit then go right 

into the strength circuit.  You will perform core exercises in the strength circuit.   
 

Active Warm-up 

Perform the active warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for 

each.  Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous shift or 

workout. 

 

Warm-up Exercises  Reps    
Knee Hugs   8-10 each side    

Inverted Hamstrings   8-10 each side 

Spidermans   8-10 each side 

Chest Hugs   20x 

Foam Roll   10x over trouble spots 

  

Core Exercises 

 

For this workout the core exercises are integrated into the strength circuit. 

  

Strength Exercises 
 

Perform the strength exercises in a circuit.  Start at ball push-ups then minimally rest and perform pull-ups.  

At the completion of the last exercise rest for one or two minutes and repeat the circuit one or two more 

times (2 or 3 circuits total). 

Strength Exercise   Reps   Rest   
Ball Push ups (feet on ball)  15   20 sec 

Pull ups    10   20 sec 

Walking Lunges   10 each leg  20 sec 

Ball Handoffs    10-15   20 sec 

DB Deadlift, Curl to Press  10-15   20 sec 

DB Skulls    10-15   20 sec 

Bridge (feet on ball)   10-15   20 sec  

DB V-ups (on one leg)   6-8 each leg  1-2 mins 

 

Check the Workout Calendar; you may be required to perform one of the 10 –minute Interval Overhauls 

following the workout. 

 

Trial and error is the way to determine how much weight to lift.  Choose a weight such that the last rep of 

the first set (highest number in the rep range) is somewhat difficult but not too difficult, to complete.  If you 

stick to the rest intervals strictly it will be very difficult to complete the same number of reps in sets 2 and 3.  

If you can, increase the weight.  Progressive overload, or adding more weight over time, is a fundamental 

principle of weight training.   
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FRF Ultimate Workout #3- Warm UP Exercises 

 
Perform the warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for 

each. Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous 

shift or workout. 

 
Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Knee Hugs 

 (8-10 each side)  

Coaching Tips:  Start in a standing position, 

head and shoulders back, abs tight.  Draw 

your belly button inward toward your spine.  

Bring one knee up towards your chest,  Don’t 

lean forward, stay standing straight, do NOT 

Round your back. Hug your knee with both 

arms and slowly pull the knee up and towards 

your chest. Hold your balance and this stretch 

position for 1-2 seconds then return to the 

starting position. Keep good posture through 

the motion.  Switch your legs every rep. 

 

Inverted 

Hamstring                

(8-10 each side) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with one 

foot slightly off the floor.  Make sure to keep 

your head back and abs tight.  Balance on one 

foot, pivot at the hips and slowly bring your 

upper body forward and the other leg back. 

At the same time slowly raise your arms with 

thumbs up. Bring your body parallel to the 

floor, pause then slowly return to the starting 

position Try not to let the foot hit the floor 

between reps. Perform all reps on one leg 

then repeat with the other leg.  

Spiderman’s       

 (8-10 each side)  

Coaching Tips:  Start in a push-up position, 

take one large step forward with your foot, 

aiming for the outside of your hand.  Make 

sure the head and shoulders stay straight and 

be sure to not force the movement, let your 

leg swing as far as it comfortably can, pause 

for a couple of seconds and return to the 

starting position. Repeat on the other side.  

You should alternate between sides. 
 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Chest Hugs         

(20 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with your 

feet hip width apart.  Draw your abs tight, 

squeeze the glutes and your shoulder blades 

together.  At the same time pull your arms 

back as far as they can, pause and return to 

the starting position.  Keep your thumbs 

pointed back through the whole motion.   
 

Foam Roll 

 (10x over trouble 

spots) 

Coaching Tips:  Sit on the floor and rest 

your body on the top of the foam roller.  Roll 

over the top of trouble (painful) spots; quads, 

glutes, hamstrings, calves, and/or hamstrings. 

Give each sore spot 10 good rolls.  It’s a good 

hurt. 
  

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=COZJP-TWz8A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AKILYhJtvw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AKILYhJtvw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeDr4295vsQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGDx9Lm9wKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcWOx-aPljc
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FRF Ultimate Workout #3- Strength Circuit Exercises 
Perform the first exercise with strict form, after completing the suggested reps, quickly go to the next 

exercise without rest and follow its suggested reps.  Rest after the second exercise then repeat 2-3 times 

before going to the next superset pair.  Use good form and control each rep.  

1. Ball Push ups 

(feet on ball)   

15 reps 

Rest 20 seconds move to next 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action.  

Coaching Tips:  Lie on the floor with your body weight 
supported by your hands.  Hand should be you at shoulder 

width or wider.   Place your feet on top of a medium sized 

stability ball and balance.  Tighten your abs and glutes then 

slowly lower your upper body towards the floor.  Your 
elbows should be outside your body.  Lower till your chest is 

almost touching the floor, pause, and then push your upper 

body back to the starting position.  
 

2.  Pull-ups 

10 reps 

Rest 20 seconds move to next 

Coaching Tips:  Grasp the bar with an overhand grip 

allowing your feet to come off the floor.  Stabilize your 

spine by tightening the abs and glutes then slowly pull your 
body towards the overhead bar.  Bring your chin to the bar, 

pause and then slowly lower your body back to the starting 

position.  Keep your movement under control so you don’t 

swing on the bar.  Repeat reps as directed. 
 

3. Walking Lunges 

10 reps each 

Rest 20 seconds move to next 

Coaching Tips:  Grasp dumbbells, one in each hand with 

palms facing in.  Draw the abs tight and slowly step forward 

bending at the hip, knee and ankle.  Drop the back knee 

toward the ground but do not let it touch.  Pause for a second 
and push through the planted foot to return to the starting 

position.  Keep your shoulders and head back, do not get 

your weight too far forward.  Repeat on the other leg.  

Perform reps as directed. 
 

4. Ball Handoffs 

10-15 reps  

Rest 20 seconds move to next 

Coaching Tips:  Find a medium sized stability ball.  Lie on 

your back with the ball in your hands overhead.  Crunch 
with the ball while lifting your feet up toward your arms.  

Exchange the ball from your hands to your feet, be sure to 

squeeze the ball to not let it escape.  Slowly lower your 

squeezing legs toward the floor (do not touch the floor).  
Pause momentarily and bring the ball back toward your 

arms.  Exchange the ball and return to the starting position.  
 

5. DB Deadlift, curl 

to press 

10-15 reps  

Rest 20 seconds move to next 

Coaching Tips:  Stand upright with good posture, 

dumbbells in your hands palms facing in.  Slowly squat 

taking the dumbbells toward the ground.  Once the 

dumbbells reach shin height, pause and slowly raise them 
with a curl motion up to your shoulders.  Press the 

dumbbells over head, palms facing in.  Be sure to keep your 

abs tight and glutes squeezed through the entire motion.  

Maintain a slow and controlled pace.   

6. DB Skulls 

10-15 reps  

Rest 20 seconds move to next 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on your back with dumbbells straight 

overhead, palms facing in.  Brace your abs and squeeze your 
glutes to protect the spine and slowly lower the weights to 

either side of your head.  Stop when the weights get around 

your ears.  Pause for a moment on the bottom and slowly 

raise the weights to the starting position.  Maintain a slow 
pace and be sure to not arch your back.  Repeat as directed. 

 

7. Bridge (feet on 

ball) 

10-15 reps  

Rest 20 seconds move to next 

Coaching Tips:  Find a medium sized stability ball, place 
your feet on very top and middle of the ball.   Draw abs 

tight, squeeze your glutes then slowly apply pressure into the 

ball to raise your hips (legs should stay bent).  Use your 

hands to help with balance as you move your hips up.  Push 
your hips high, pausing for 2 seconds at the top of the 

motion, then return to the starting position.   
 

8. DB V-ups (on one 

leg) 6-8 each leg 

Rest 1 or 2 minutes and 

repeat circuit 1 or 2 more 

times. 

Coaching Tips:  Take dumbbells that you can easily control.  

Stand with good posture one one leg; engage core and glutes 

while slowly raising the weights with your thumbs pointed to 

the ceiling.  Bring your hands to eye level then slowly return 
to the start position. Repeat all reps on one leg, then do them 

on the other.  Go slowly to maintain good balance. 
  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhmDf8_J4bg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbDQkpHrLaY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-py3M8lLoM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dD7yRA8tAI8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIvpyBlIo3o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIvpyBlIo3o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9yhMysI75I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0b8OSlwON8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0b8OSlwON8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QAqi0RBpx50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QAqi0RBpx50
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FRF Ultimate Workout #3 Workout Plan Date:  Date:  Date:  Date:  Additional 
Note 

Muscle 
Groups 

Perform each exercise 
with great form, 

posture and intensity! 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 
Actual Workout Results 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps  

Warm-up 

W
a
rm

-u
p

 Start with a 5-10 minute elliptical, jog, bike or stairs for warm-up 
Knee Hugs 8-10 ea 0           
Inverted Hamstrings 8-10 ea 0           
Spiderman’s 8-10 ea 0           
Chest Hugs 20x 0           
Foam Roll (trouble spots) 10x/spot 30s           

Core Exercises 

C
o

re
 E

x
e
rc

is
e
s 

Core Circuit #1 

             
             
             
             
Core Circuit #2 

             
             
             
             

Strength Exercises 

Set # 

Perform each 
exercise with great 
form, posture and 

intensity! 

Workout Plan Actual Workout Results 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps   

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps   Additional 

Notes 
Week 1  Week 3  

1 Ball Push ups 15 20s 

 

          

2 Pull ups 10 20s           

3 Walking Lunges 10 ea 20s           

4 Ball Handoffs 10-15 20s           

5 DB Dead, curl, press 10-15 20s           

6 DB Skulls 10-15 20s           

7 Bridge (feet on ball) 10-15 20s           

8 DB V-ups (one leg) 
thumbs up/down) 

6-8 ea 1-2m           

              

1 Ball Push ups 15 20s 

 

          

2 Pull ups 10 20s           

3 Walking Lunges 10 ea 20s           

4 Ball Handoffs 10-15 20s           

5 DB Dead, curl, press 10-15 20s           

6 DB Skulls 10-15 20s           

7 Bridge (feet on ball) 10-15 20s           

8 DB V-ups (one leg) 
thumbs up/down) 

6-8 ea 1-2m           

              

1 Ball Push ups 15 20s 

 

          

2 Pull ups 10 20s           

3 Walking Lunges 10 ea 20s           

4 Ball Handoffs 10-15 20s           

5 DB Dead, curl, press 10-15 20s           

6 DB Skulls 10-15 20s           

7 Bridge (feet on ball) 10-15 20s           

8 DB V-ups (one leg) 
thumbs up/down) 

6-8 ea 1-2m           

              

Workout Notes (Interval Overhaul Notes) 
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Ultimate Fire Rescue Athlete 300 Challenge Workout 

 
You made it to workout #3, this is a challenging circuit, make sure to mind your form.  Perform the warm-up circuit then go right 

into the strength circuit.  You will perform core exercises in the strength circuit.   
 

Active Warm-up 

Perform the active warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for 

each.  For the challenge workout you must repeat the warm-up 2x (total of 2 circuits).   

  

Warm-up Exercises  Reps    
Prisoner Squats  15 reps 

Step forward toe touches 8-10 each leg 

Spidermans   8-10 each leg 

Step back reach and twists 8-10 each leg 

Foam Roll   10x over trouble spots 

  

Challenge Workout 
 

Complete 25 reps of each exercise in a minimal amount of time.  Try to improve your overall time each 

workout.  You can do as many reps of one exercise as possible, rest, or skip to another exercise.  Your goal 

is to complete 25 reps of each exercise (with good form) in as short of time possible. On exercises that 

require a weight use the suggestion listed in ( ). 

 

Exercise    Reps   Rest 
Goblet Squat (25% bodyweight) 25   minimal 

Push-ups    25   minimal 

Body Row (inverted row)  25   minimal 

DB Swings (15% bodyweight) 25   minimal 

Push-ups (hands on ball)  25   minimal 

Hip Extensions (feet on ball)  25   minimal 

Knee Tucks (feet on ball)  25   minimal  

Prone Plank Pulses    25   minimal 

In/out crunches   25   minimal 

DB deadlift (25% bodyweight)  25   minimal 

Burpees    25   minimal 

Standing Press-outs (15% bodyweight) 25   minimal 

 

For a greater challenge workout try to run a mile or bike 2 miles as fast as possible.  

Or just cool-down with 5-10 minutes of cardio and follow the Stretching and Recovery Manual. 

 

You may need to adjust the weights of some exercises.  There are some suggested weight percentages next 

to exercises that require weight.  For example if you weigh 180 pounds you should try to goblet squat with 

(25% of 180) a 45 pound weight.   

 

Remember to record the workout time from the start of your first rep of the goblet squat to the last rep of the 

standing press-out.  Try to use the same weights and improve your time from workout to workout (using 

good form of course) 
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FRF Ultimate 300 Challenge Workout - Warm UP Exercises 

 
Perform the warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for 

each. Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous shift 

or workout. 

Prisoner Squats 

(15 reps) 
 
 
Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Coaching Tips:  Stand with your feet shoulder-

width apart and clasp your hands behind your 

head. Keep your elbows pulled back and your 

shoulder blades pulled together to work the upper 

back. Draw your belly button inward toward your 

spine.  Keeping your back naturally arched, push 

your hips back, bend your knees, and lower your 

body until the tops of your thighs are at least 

parallel to the floor.   Focus on keeping your 

elbows pulled back and your chest up. Pause, then 

push yourself back up to the start. Be sure to stand 

up straight between reps. 

 

Step Forward Toe 

Touches                

(6 each leg) 

Coaching Tips:  Start in a standing position, head 

and shoulders back, abs tight.  Step forward with 

one leg (the further you step the more stretch you 

get) bend forward at the waist and reach both arms 

toward the forward foot.  Be sure to keep your 

back straight (do not round your back), core 

“tight” and front knee slightly bent.  Hold the 

stretch for 2-3 seconds then return to the standing 

position.  Repeat with the other leg.    

 

Spiderman’s       

 (8-10 each side)  

Coaching Tips:  Start in a push-up position, take 

one large step forward with your foot, aiming for 

the outside of your hand.  Make sure the head and 

shoulders stay straight and be sure to not force the 

movement, let your leg swing as far as it 

comfortably can, pause for a couple of seconds 

and return to the starting position. Repeat on the 

other side.  You should alternate between sides. 

 

Step Back Reach 

and Twist                

(6 each leg) 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with your head 

looking straight forward.  Slowly step back with 

one leg, reaching towards the ceiling with the arm 

on the same side.  Keep your stepped back 

position slowly twist towards the opposite 

shoulder.  Hold for 2-3 seconds then slowly return 

to the starting position.  Make sure your abs are 

tight through the entire motion.  Repeat on the 

other side as directed. 

 

Foam Roll 

 (10x over trouble 

spots) 

Coaching Tips:  Sit on the floor and rest your 

body on the top of the foam roller.  Roll over the 

top of trouble (painful) spots; quads, glutes, 

hamstrings, calves, and/or hamstrings. Give each 

sore spot 10 good rolls.  It’s a good hurt.   

 
 
 

Prisoner%20Squat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JU6u_QucDM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JU6u_QucDM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeDr4295vsQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYixyC4IdNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYixyC4IdNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcWOx-aPljc
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FRF Ultimate 300 Challenge Workout Exercises 

 

Complete 25 reps of each exercise in a minimal amount of time.  Try to improve your overall time each 

workout.  You can do as many reps of one exercise as possible, rest, or skip to another exercise.  Your goal 

is to complete 25 reps of each exercise (with good form) in as short of time possible 

1.  Goblet Squats 

25 reps 

(use 25% of 

bodyweight) 

Coaching Tips:  Grab a dumbbell and hold it 

vertically in front of your chest, with your feet 

slightly wider than shoulder-width apart [A]. 

Keeping your back naturally arched, push your hips 

back, bend your knees, and lower your body until 

the tops of your thighs are at least parallel to the 

floor. Pause, then push yourself back up to the start.   

Your elbows should point down to the floor and 

your torso should remain as upright as possible. 

 

2.  Push-ups 

25 reps 

Click on the "blue" exercise 

for a video of it in action. 

 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on the floor with your body 

weight supported by your hands under your 

shoulders and your toes.   Tighten your abs and 

glutes then slowly lower your upper body towards 

the floor.  Your elbows should be outside your body.  

Lower till your chest is almost touching the floor, 

pause, and then push your upper body back to the 

starting position 

 

3.  Inverted Row 

(Body Row) 

25 reps 

 

Coaching Tips:  Adjust the bar to mid-thigh height.  

Draw your abdominal muscles tight and squeeze the 

glutes.  Pull your chest up towards the bar keeping 

your traps as relaxed as possible, pause at the top of 

the motion, then slowly lower back to the starting 

position.    

4. DB Swings 

25 reps 

(use 15% of 

bodyweight)
  

Coaching Tips:  Grab a dumbbell with both hands 

and stand with your feet wider than hip width apart. 

Draw your navel towards your spine and 

squeeze your glutes for spinal stabilization.  Squat 

down until your thighs are nearly parallel to the 

floor. Immediately stand and swing the dumbbell up 

to shoulder height, keeping your arms extended.  As 

the dumbbell begins to swing back down, bend your 

knees and squat, swinging the dumbbell between 

your legs, that’s one rep. Do not allow your head to 

“jut” forward as you raise the dumbbells.  Maintain 

good posture and control the Return to the starting 

position for a moment (do not lean forward or back 

to use momentum) then repeat. 

 

5.  Push-ups (hands 

on ball) 

25 reps 

 

Coaching Tips:  Place your hand shoulder width 

apart on a medium sized stability ball.  Support your 

body weight through your hands and feet.  Tighten 

your abs and glutes then slowly lower your upper 

body towards the ballr.  Your elbows should be 

outside your body.  Lower till your chest almost 

touches the ball, pause, and then push your upper 

body back to the starting position  
 

6.  Hip Extension 

(feet on ball)  

25 reps 

Click on the "blue" exercise 

for a video of it in action. 

Coaching Tips:  Lie face up on the floor, arms out to 

the sides, lower legs on a stability ball. Draw your 

abs tight, squeeze your glutes and push your hips up 

until your body forms a straight line from shoulders 

to knees.   Pause for a moment at the top of the 

motion and slowly return to the starting position.  Be 

sure to go slow with the motion and do not arch your 

back. Repeat as directed. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wSPwyyIDo-M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXdp6o2uZX8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKP0QFrPUi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKP0QFrPUi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6jC_-6XJLA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoSAb-7l7Xc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoSAb-7l7Xc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZXDk9W0jGI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZXDk9W0jGI
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FRF Ultimate 300 Challenge Workout Exercises (cont) 

 
 

7. Knee tucks (feet on 

ball)  

25 reps 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

Coaching Tips:  Lie face down on a stability ball 

with both hands on the floor.  Walk your hands out, 

allowing the ball to roll to your shins. Keep your 

hands directly below your shoulders; your body 

should form a straight line from your heels to your 

head.  Tighten your abs and bend your knees, 

drawing them forward so you bring your legs and 

the ball closer to your torso.  Hold for a second, 

then straighten your legs and uncoil as you press 

back to the starting position.   

 

8. Prone Plank Pulses 

25 reps 

 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on the floor with elbows/ 

forearms under your shoulders.  Tighten your abs 

and glutes then lift your body off the floor, your 

toes and forearms should be holding you up.  Keep 

abs tight and head in proper alignment then push 

hips toward the ceiling.  Hold at the top of the 

motion for a moment then return to the starting 

position.  Repeat as directed. 

 

9.  In/out crunch 

25 reps 

 

Coaching Tips:  Lay flat on floor with legs 

extended to 45 degrees from the floor. Place hands 

under neck to support the head.  Lift shoulders 

clear of the floor or until the lower abdominals are 

felt working and simultaneously bring your knees 

toward your head and elbows.  Pause momentarily 

and slowly return to the starting position.  Make 

sure that neck is fully supported throughout 

exercise.  

 

10.  DB Deadlifts  

25 reps 

(use 25% of 

bodyweight) 

Coaching Tips:  Start with the dumbbells comfortably 
positioned at your hips with palms facing in.  It is very 

important to keep your abs tight throughout the entire 

motion.  Draw the abs in and slowly descend towards the 

floor, bend at the hip and knee, like you are to sit in a 
chair.  Go as low as you comfortably can, pause, push 

thought your feet and return to starting position.  Do not 

lean forward or let your knees swing in or out.  Keep a 

slow, controlled pace.  Repeat as directed.  

11.  Burpees 

25 reps 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Coaching Tips:  Begin standing on both legs in good 

postural alignment, wider than hip width with arms at 

your sides. Draw your navel towards your spine and 
squeeze your glutes for spinal stabilization.  Bend over 

and squat down. Place hands on floor, slightly wider than 

shoulder width. While holding upper body in place, kick 

legs back.  Land on forefeet with body in straight, plank 

position. Keeping upper body in place, pull legs forward 

OUTSIDE your body (to protect your knees) to return 

your feet to the starting position. Rise up to original 

standing posture, raise arms overhead and balance on 
your toes. Lower arms and return to starting position.  

Repeat as directed. 
 

12.  Standing Press-

out 

25 reps 

(use 15% of 

bodyweight)  

 

Coaching Tips:  Stand with your feet shoulder-width 
apart, hold a dumbbell or plate by its ends against your 

chest.   Draw your abdomen inward toward your spine 

and tighten your butt then slowly press the ends of the 

weight together as you simultaneously push the dumbbell 
away from your body.  Keep the top of the weight at eye 

level, once your arms are straight pause and pull the 

weight back slowly as you squeeze your shoulder blades 

together.  Repeat as directed.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21C3fS6lul8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21C3fS6lul8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5lICxFN2HI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H92X2IMp5w0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFhXDNv5jHg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_4P0-OaHyk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGoiNHQy8VY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGoiNHQy8VY
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300 Challenge Workout Workout Plan Date:  Date:  Date:  Date:  Additional 
Note 

Muscle 
Groups 

Perform each 
exercise with great 
form, posture and 

intensity! 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 
Actual Workout Results 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps  

Warm-up 

W
a
rm

-u
p

 Start with a 5-10 minute elliptical, jog, bike or stairs for warm-up 
Prisoner Squat 15x 0           
Step forward toe 
touch 

8-10 ea 0           
Spiderman’s 8-10 ea 0           
Step back twists 
and reach 

8-10 ea 0           
Foam Roll (trouble 
spots) 

10x/spot 30 sec           
Challenge  Exercises 

Set 
# 

Perform each 
exercise with great 
form, posture and 

intensity! 

Workout Plan Actual Workout Results 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t 

  
Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps   

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps Additional 

Notes 
 Week 2  Week 4 

1 

Goblet Squat 
(use a weight that is 

.25% your 
bodyweight) 

25 minimal 

 

          

2 Push ups 25 minimal 

 

          

3 Inverted Rows 25 minimal 

 

          

4 DB swings 

 
25 minimal 

 

          

5 Push-ups (hands 
on ball) 

25 minimal 

 

          

6 Hip Extension 
(feet on ball) 

25 minimal 

 

          

7 Knee tucks (feet 
on ball) 

25 minimal 

 

          

8 Prone plank 
pulses 

25 minimal 

 

          

9 In/out crunches 25 minimal 

 

          

10 

DB Deadlifts 
(use a weight that is 

.25% your 
bodyweight) 

25 minimal 

 

          

11 Burpees 25 minimal 

 

          

12 

Standing 
Pressouts 

(use a weight that is 
.25% your 

bodyweight) 

25 minimal 

 

          

Total Workout Time 
         

 
Workout Notes (10 minute interval notes) 
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Ultimate Fire Rescue Athlete Workout #4 

It starts here; this is the first workout of the program.  Perform the warm-up and core exercises then move to the strength 

exercises.    You will perform pyramids of the first three exercises, do all of the suggested sets on exercise one before moving to 

the next.  Once you complete the first three exercises then circuit the next 5 exercises.  Watch the rest intervals and try to push 

your weights but do not sacrifice form..   

Active Warm-up 

Perform the active warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for 

each.  Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous shift or 

workout. 

Warm-up Exercises  Reps    
Inch Worms   8-10 reps    

Prisoner Squats  15 reps 

Spidermans   8-10 each side 

Hitchhikers   20x 
Repeat the above exercises in a circuit 2x with minimal rest, after completing the circuits foam roll 

Foam Roll   10x over trouble spots 

Core Exercises 

Perform the core exercises in a circuit.  Move from one exercise to the next with limited rest, follow the 

suggested range or reps.  Repeat the circuit 2x, rest 30 seconds between circuits.   

Core  Exercises  Reps    
Figure 8’s   5 reps each direction    

Side Planks (hold)  20-45 seconds each side 

Plank Supermans  8-10 each side 

Running Mans   10-15 each side 

Exercises 
Perform the suggested sets (following the suggested rest) for the first three exercises.  Perform all sets of 

exercise one before you move to the second.  After completing the first three exercises you will circuit the 

next five—go from one to the next with minimal rest.  After completing the last exercise follow the rest and 

repeat the circuit.  Use good form and control each rep. 

 Exercise    Reps   Rest   
1.  Incline DB Chest Press  10, 8, 6, 4  60-120 seconds between sets 

2.  DB One arm rows   10, 8, 6, 4 each arm 60-120 seconds between sets 

3.  DB Deadlifts   10, 8, 6, 4  60-120 seconds between sets 

 Circuit the following exercises 

4a. DB Standing Shoulder Press 6-8 reps  minimal rest, move to next exercise 

4b. Split Squats   6-8 reps each side minimal rest, move to next exercise 

4c. Cable Chops   6-8 reps each side minimal rest, move to next exercise 

4d. Cable Bicep Curls   6-8 reps  minimal rest, move to next exercise 

4e. Cable Tricep Pushdowns  6-8 reps  minimal rest, move to next exercise 

4f. Your Choice (optional)  6-8 reps  rest 60-120 seconds,  repeat the circuit 2-3x. 

 
**During week 5 of the program only perform 3 sets (10, 8, 6) of the first three exercises and 2 circuits of the final 

five exercises.   During weeks 6-8 try to perform all suggested sets (10, 8, 6, 4) and circuits (3) Remember if you lose 

form then you are finished with that exercise.  

 
Perform a 10-minute interval overhaul following the strength exercises (refer to the workout schedule to see if an interval 

overhaul should be performed).   Complete the workout by following the Stretching and Recovery Manual. 

 
Trial and error is the way to determine how much weight to lift.  Choose a weight such that the last rep of the first set (highest number in the rep 
range) is somewhat difficult but not too difficult, to complete.  If you stick to the rest intervals strictly it will be very difficult to complete the 

same number of reps in sets 2 and 3.  If you can, increase the weight.  Progressive overload, or adding more weight over time, is a fundamental 

principle of weight training.   
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FRF Ultimate Workout #4 -Warm Up 

 

Perform the warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for 

each. Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous shift 

or workout. 

 
Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Inch Worms 

(8-10 reps)  

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with your feet at hip 
width. Hinge forward at the waist and touch the floor 

with your palms. Bend your knees, if necessary.  Draw 

your belly button inward toward your spine.  

Walk your hands forward until you are supporting all 
your weight on your hands and toes. Your body should 

make a straight line and your hands should line up with 

your shoulders. Hold this position for 2 seconds then 

walk your hands back toward your feet.  Try to keep 
your palms on the floor, bend your knees, if necessary. 

 

Prisoner Squats                

(15 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand with your feet shoulder-

width apart and clasp your hands behind your 

head. Keep your elbows pulled back and your 

shoulder blades pulled together to work the upper 

back. Draw your belly button inward toward your 

spine.  Keeping your back naturally arched, push 

your hips back, bend your knees, and lower your 

body until the tops of your thighs are at least 

parallel to the floor.   Focus on keeping your 

elbows pulled back and your chest up. Pause, then 

push yourself back up to the start. Be sure to stand 

up straight between reps. 

 

Spiderman’s       

 (8- 10 each leg)  

Coaching Tips:  Start in a push-up position, 

take one large step forward with your foot, 

aiming for the outside of your hand.  Make 

sure the head and shoulders stay straight and 

be sure to not force the movement, let your 

leg swing as far as it comfortably can, pause 

for a couple of seconds and return to the 

starting position. Repeat on the other side.  

You should alternate between sides. 
 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Hitchhikers         

(20 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with head and 

shoulders back in proper alignment and feet hip 

width apart.   Bend your elbow 90 degrees and put 

your elbow at your sides Draw your belly button 

inward toward your spine. Keep your head back in 

proper alignment.  Rotate your thumbs out and 

externally rotate both arms away from your hips.  

Rotate as far as you can while keeping good 

posture  Return you hands to the original starting 

position.  Repeat as directed. 

 

 

Foam Roll 

 (10x over trouble 

spots) 

Coaching Tips:  Sit on the floor and rest 

your body on the top of the foam roller.  Roll 

over the top of trouble (painful) spots; quads, 

glutes, hamstrings, calves, and/or hamstrings. 

Give each sore spot 10 good rolls.  It’s a good 

hurt. 
  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y6bv5b4mQ7U
Prisoner%20Squat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeDr4295vsQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x9kqP7LSkik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcWOx-aPljc
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FRF Ultimate Workout #4 -Core Exercises 

Perform the core exercises in a circuit.  Move from one exercise to the next with limited rest; follow the 

suggested range or reps.  Repeat the circuit 2x, rest 30 seconds between circuits.   

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

Figure 8's  

(5 reps each 

direction) 

Coaching Tips:  Lay on your back with 

your palms flat on the floor and head 

relaxed.  Extend your legs straight to lift 

feet 6-12 inches off the floor.  Keep your 

abs tight and slowly start to move your 

feet clockwise in a figure "8" motion.  

Make sure to keep your head relaxed and 

abs tight.  Continue to rotate your feet and 

legs in the figure 8 motion until you 

return to the starting position.  Form is 

more important than how long or how 

much!  Perform each rep slowly with 

good control.  Perform all reps in one 

direction then rotate the other direction.            
 

Side Plank (hold)  

(20-45 seconds 

each side) 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on your side with 

your elbow under your shoulder.  Tighten 

your abs and glutes then lift your hips off 

the floor, your feet and forearms should 

be holding you up.  Keep abs tight and 

head in proper alignment.  This exercise 

requires you to hold the position or the 

directed amount of time.  Hold as directed 

then repeat on other side.  

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Superman Planks 

(8-10 each leg) 

Coaching Tips:  Start in the push up position 

with your arms straight.  Slowly lift your left 

arm and right leg at the same time.  Make 

sure your core is engaged and balance in this 

position for 1-2 seconds.  Slowly return to the 

starting position and repeat on the opposite 

side.  Keep abs tight and head in proper 

alignment throughout the entire motion 

 

Running Mans 

(10-15 reps) 

  

Coaching Tips:  Lie on your back with your 

legs straight, elbows pointed towards the 

ceiling, and arms bent 90 degrees.  Slowly lift 

your shoulders and back off the floor as you 

pull your left knee toward your chest and 

drive your right arm forward (as if you are 

running). Hold this top position for a second 

then return to the starting position. Do no pull 

on your head or neck.  Repeat with your right 

knee and left arm. That is 1 rep.  Repeat as 

directed.   

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UW0WxxjPIOY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhWGMc_JfXM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X09xCvt9UXA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cso1Gp_404
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FRF Ultimate Workout #4 -Strength Exercises 

 

Perform the suggested sets (following the suggested rest) for the first three exercises.  Perform all sets of 

exercise one before you move to the second.  After completing the first three exercises you will circuit the 

next five—go from one to the next with minimal rest.  After completing the last exercise follow the rest and 

repeat the circuit.  Use good form and control each rep. 

1.  DB Chest 

Press 

(10, 8, 6, 4) 

Coaching Tips:  Sit on the bench with feet flat on 

the floor and dumbbells on your knees.  Slowly lie 

on the bench bringing the dumbbells straight up at 

chest level.  Draw you abs in tight, squeeze the 

glutes then slowly lower the weights to the outside 

of your chest.  Pause for a moment then straighten 

your arms.  Do not arch your back at any point in 

the motion.  Maintain a slow, controlled pace.  

Repeat as directed. 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise 

for a video of it in action. 

 

2.  DB One Arm 

Rows  

(10, 8, 6, 4) 

Coaching Tips:  Select the appropriate weight.  

Grab a dumbbell, draw your abdominal muscles 

tight and bend forward to 45-60 degrees at the 

waist.  Assume a staggered stance with one foot in 

front of the other.  Let your arm straighten towards 

the floor but still maintain good bent over posture 

and position. Place your opposite arm on a stability 

ball for support, keep the abs tight, head up and 

pull your hand towards your side.  You want to 

bring the dumbbell all the way to your side, pause 

then slowly lower to the starting position. Do all 

the directed reps on one side, then repeat on the 

other. 
 

3.  DB Deadlifts 

(10, 8, 6, 4) 

Coaching Tips:  Start with the dumbbells 

comfortably positioned at your hips with palms 

facing in.  It is very important to keep your abs 

tight throughout the entire motion.  Draw the abs in 

and slowly descend towards the floor, bend at the 

hip and knee, like you are to sit in a chair.  Go as 

low as you comfortably can, pause, push thought 

your feet and return to starting position.  Do not 

lean forward or let your knees swing in or out.  

Keep a slow, controlled pace.  Repeat as directed. 
 

4a.  DB Standing 

Shoulder Press 

(6-8) 

circuit with other 

4 

Coaching Tips:  Standing with feet shoulder width 

apart, hold dumbbells at your shoulders palms 

facing in slightly.  Be sure to have you head in 

proper alignment (not jutting forward or back).  

Start by raising the dumbbells to head height, the 

elbows out and about 90 degrees.  Extend through 

the elbow to raise the weights together directly 

above your head.  Pause on top and slowly return 

the weight to the starting position. It is important 

NOT to let your back arch at any time during the 

movement.   If you have any shoulder impingement, restrict 

the motion to accommodate or find an alternative exercise. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jviAE4Qzer0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jviAE4Qzer0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=na3u16FWsqQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=na3u16FWsqQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFhXDNv5jHg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1T-xWu6efw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1T-xWu6efw
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Click on the "blue" exercise 

for a video of it in action. 

 

4b.  Split Squats 

(6-8 reps each 
leg) circuit 

Coaching Tips:  Start with the dumbbells 

comfortably positioned at your hips, with palms 

facing in.  Step forward (smaller than walking step) 

and maintain that position.  Draw the abs in and 

slowly descend towards the floor, bend at the hip 

and knee and ankle.  Go as low as you comfortably 

can, pause, push thought your front foot and return 

to starting position.  Do not lean forward or let 

your knees swing in or out.  Keep a slow, 

controlled pace.  Repeat all reps on one leg, then 

switch to do same amount of reps on the other. 

 

4c. Cable Chops 

(6-8 each side) 

circuit 

Coaching Tips:  Stand with your feet hip width 

apart and your shoulder facing the cable column.  

Attach a handle to the highest pulley position. 

Grasp the handle over your right shoulder with 

arms extended and a slight bend at the elbow.  

Draw your abs tight and squeeze the glutes then, 

without bending at the elbows, bring your arms 

down and across the body using your abs to initiate 

the movement. Focus on working your abs and 

obliques.  Bring your hands across to your left knee 

and then slowly return to the start.  Your arms 

should remain as straight as possible through the 

entire motion.  Perform all reps on one side and 

then switch sides.  Caution:  Use a light  weight (or 

none) until you are comfortable with your form.   
 

Click on the "blue" exercise 

for a video of it in action. 

 

 

4d.  Cable Bicep 
Curls 

(6-8) circuit 

 

Coaching Tips:  Select the appropriate weight.  

Grab the cable bar in each hand, draw your 

abdominal muscles tight and squeeze the glutes.  

Let your arms straighten towards the floor but still 

maintain posture and position.  Keep the abs tight, 

head up and pull your hands towards your chest.  

You want to bring the bar up to your chest but not 

to move the elbows, pivot from the elbows. Pause 

at the top of the movement then slowly lower bar to 

the starting position. Be sure to keep your glutes 

and abs tight and shoulders down throughout the 

motion.  Repeat as directed. 

 

4e.  Cable Tricep 
Pushdowns 

 (6-8) circuit 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight; grab the cable 

bar with palms facing the floor.  Draw your abs and 

glutes tight and push hands straight toward the 

floor.  Pause at the bottom of the motion, 

emphasize the triceps contraction, and then slowly 

raise your hands to the starting position.  Maintain 

good posture and a slow controlled pace.  Repeat as 

directed. 
  

Your Choice 
Exercise  (6-8 reps)  

 

 

Use good form... 

 Rest then repeat as directed 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JMxQALPUODc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLS5Y8xUvmo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wnlbchHd5M8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wnlbchHd5M8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sZfGpV-I3k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sZfGpV-I3k
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 FRF Ultimate Workout #4 Workout Plan Date:  Date:  Date:  Date:  Additional 
Note 

Muscle 
Groups 

Perform each exercise 
with great form, 

posture and intensity! 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 
Actual Workout Results 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps  

Warm-up (Repeat Circuit 2x if needed, 1x is mandatory) 

W
a
rm

-u
p

 Start with a 5-10 minute elliptical, jog, bike or stairs for warm-up 
Inch Worms 8-10x 0           
Prisoner Squats 15x 0           
Spidermans 8-10x 0           
Hitchhikers 20 30 s           
Foam Roll (trouble spots) 10x/spot 5 mins          

Core Exercises 

C
o

re
 E

x
e
rc

is
e
s 

Core Circuit #1 

Figure 8s 5 each 0           
Side Planks (hold) 20-45 s 0           
Plank Supermans 8-10ea 0           
Running Mans 10-15 ea 30s 

sec 
          

Core Circuit #2 

Figure 8s 5 each 0           
Side Planks (hold) 20-45 s 0           
Plank Supermans 8-10ea 0           
Running Mans 10-15 ea 30s 

sec 
          
Strength Exercises 

Set # 
Perform each exercise 

with great form, 
posture and intensity! 

Workout Plan Actual Workout Results 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps Additional 

Notes 
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

1 DB Chest Press 10 1-2 
m 

          

2 DB Chest Press 8 1-2 
m 

          

3 DB Chest Press 6 1-2 
m 

          

4 DB Chest Press 4 1-2 
m 

          

1 DB One Arm Row 10ea 1-2 
m 

          

2 DB One Arm Row 8ea 1-2 
m 

          

3 DB One Arm Row 6ea 1-2 
m 

          

4 DB One Arm Row 4ea 1-2 
m 

          

1 DB Deadlift 10 1-2 
m 

          

2 DB Deadlift 8 1-2 
m 

          

3 DB Deadlift 6 1-2 
m 

          

4 DB Deadlift 4 1-2 
m 

          

Cir 1 DB Stand Should Press 6-8 15s           
Cir 1 Split Squats 6-8 ea 15s           
Cir 1 Cable Chops 6-8 ea 15s           
Cir 1 Cable Bicep Curls 6-8 15s           
Cir 1 Cable Pushdowns 6-8 15s           
Cir 1 Your Choice Exercise 6-8 1-2 

m 
          

Cir 2 DB Stand Should Press 6-8 15s           
Cir 2 Split Squats 6-8 ea 15s           
Cir 2 Cable Chops 6-8 ea 15s           
Cir 2 Cable Bicep Curls 6-8 15s           
Cir 2 Cable Pushdowns 6-8 15s           
Cir 2 Your Choice Exercise 6-8 1-2 

m 
          

Cir 3 DB Stand Should Press 6-8 15s           
Cir 3 Split Squats 6-8 ea 15s           
Cir 3 Cable Chops 6-8 ea 15s           
Cir 3 Cable Bicep Curls 6-8 15s           
Cir 3 Cable Pushdowns 6-8 1-2 

m 
          

Cir 3 Your Choice Exercise 6-8 1-2 
m 

          

Workout Notes 
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Ultimate Fire Rescue Athlete Workout #5 

On to workout #2.   Perform the warm-up and core exercises then move to the  exercises.  You will superset (work 2 exercises 

back to back without rest) the exercises. Watch your rest intervals--try to stick to them.  If you lose your form, be done with that 

set.   

Active Warm-up 

Perform the active warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for 
each.  Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous shift or 

workout. 

Warm-up Exercises  Reps    
Thoracic Rotation  8-10 each    

Squat to Stand   10x 

Walking Quad Stretch  8-10 each side 

Step forward toe touches 8-10 each side 
Repeat the above exercises in a circuit 2x with minimal rest, after completing the circuits foam roll 

Foam Roll   10x over trouble spots 

  

Core Exercises 

Perform the core exercises in a circuit.  Move from one exercise to the next with limited rest, follow the 

suggested range or reps.  Repeat the circuit 2x, rest 30 seconds between circuits.   

Core  Exercises   Reps    
Glute bridge Marching  6-10 each leg 

Prone Plank Pulses   12-20x 

Single leg lowers   10-15 each side   

   

 Exercises 

Perform the first exercise with strict form, after completing the suggested reps, quickly go to the next 

exercise without rest and follow its suggested reps.  Rest after the second exercise then repeat 2-3 times 

before going to the next superset pair.  Use good form and control each rep. 

 Exercise   Reps   Rest   
1a.  Squat   6-8   20 seconds 

1b.  Spider Push-ups  6-10 each leg  60-120 seconds 

2a.  Pull ups   6-15   20 seconds 

2b.  Woodchopper  6-8 each side  60-120 seconds 

3a.  DB Alt arm Hammer curls 6-8 each arm  20 seconds 

3b.  One arm DB overhead tricep ext.   6-8 each arm  60-120 seconds 

4a.  Bent over Y raises 10x   20 seconds 

4b.  Farmers Walk  30-40 steps  60-120 seconds  
Check the Workout Calendar; you may be required to perform one of the 10 –minute Interval Overhauls following the workout. 

 

**During week 5 of the program only perform 2 supersets of each pair.  During weeks 6-8 try to perform 3 

supersets of each pair.  Remember if you lose form then you are finished with that exercise.  

 

Trial and error is the way to determine how much weight to lift.  Choose a weight such that the last rep of 

the first set (highest number in the rep range) is somewhat difficult but not too difficult, to complete.  If you 

stick to the rest intervals strictly it will be very difficult to complete the same number of reps in sets 2 and 3.  

If you can, increase the weight.  Progressive overload, or adding more weight over time, is a fundamental 

principle of weight training.   
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FRF Ultimate Workout #5- Warm Up Exercises 

 

Perform the warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for 

each. Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous shift 

or workout. 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Quadruped 

Thoracic Rotation 

(8-10 reps each 

side)  

Coaching Tips:  Start on all fours with your hands 

directly below your shoulders.  Place your hand 
behind your head, do not pull on the back of your 

head.  Draw your belly button inward toward your 

spine. Keep your head back in proper alignment and 

raise your left elbow toward the ceiling by rotating 
your head and upper back up and to the left as far as 

possible.  Pause on top then rotate your upper back 

downward so your elbow is pointed down and to your 

right. Complete the prescribed number of reps, then 
do the same number on your right side.  Try to keep 

your hips stable throughout the entire range of 

motion.  Repeat as directed.   

  

 

Squat to Stand                

(10 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand with your feet shoulder-width 

apart and clasp your hands behind your head. Keep 

your elbows pulled back and your shoulder blades 
pulled together to work the upper back.  Draw your 

belly button inward toward your spine.   Keeping 

your back naturally arched, push your hips back, 

bend your knees, and lower your body until the tops 
of your thighs are at least parallel to the floor. Focus 

on keeping your elbows pulled back and your chest 

up.  Pause, then straighten your legs and push your 

butt toward the ceiling (good morning position).  
Hold that position for a second then stand up straight.  

Keep your belly button drawn in throughout the 

entire motion.  Be sure to stand up straight between 

reps.  Repeat slowly as directed.   

 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

Walking Quad 

Stretch 

 (8-10 each side)  

Coaching Tips:    Stand up straight with core 

engaged.  Step forward with right leg slowly.  Bring 

your knee up toward your chest (not your upper body 

to your knee) and grab it with your right arm.  Grab 
your right ankle with your right arm and slowly bring 

your foot back towards your right glute.  Maintain 

balance and a straight upright position, pause for a 

second and return to the starting position.  Repeat the 
same procedure to the left side.  Stand up straight 

throughout the motion.  Alternate between the right 

and left legs   

Step Forward Toe 

Touches 

(8-10 each side) 

Coaching Tips:  Start in a standing position, head 

and shoulders back, abs tight.  Step forward with one 

leg (the further you step the more stretch you get) 
bend forward at the waist and reach both arms toward 

the forward foot.  Be sure to keep your back straight 

(do not round your back), core “tight” and front knee 

slightly bent.  Hold the stretch for 2-3 seconds then 
return to the standing position.  Repeat with the other 

leg.    
 

Foam Roll 

 (10x over trouble 

spots) 

Coaching Tips:  Sit on the floor and rest your body 
on the top of the foam roller.  Roll over the top of 

trouble (painful) spots; quads, glutes, hamstrings, 

calves, and/or hamstrings. Give each sore spot 10 

good rolls.  It’s a good hurt. 
  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8RP4pqwGxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8RP4pqwGxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kEyPIc8FT24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsLyaT1_Bfk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsLyaT1_Bfk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JU6u_QucDM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JU6u_QucDM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcWOx-aPljc
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FRF Ultimate Workout #5 -Core Exercises 

 

Perform the core exercises in a circuit.  Move from one exercise to the next with limited rest; follow the 

suggested range or reps.  Repeat the circuit 2x, rest 30 seconds between circuits.   

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Glute Bridge 

Marching  

(6-10 reps each 

leg) 

Coaching Tips:  Lay on your back with the 

knees bent 90 degrees. Find a neutral spine 

position and draw your abs in.   Next, 

perform a full double leg bridge and hold in a 

table top position (hops up). The goal is to 

keep your pelvis level at all times.  Now 

slowly extend one knee, pause at full 

extension and then return to double leg 

support. Repeat on the other side. Maintain a 

tight core and avoid collapsing into a pelvic 

tilt during the isometric hold. Discontinue the 

exercise (rest or regress it) if form is lost and 

cannot be corrected with adjustment.  

Prone Plank Pulses 

(12-20 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on the floor with 

elbows/ forearms under your shoulders.  

Tighten your abs and glutes then lift your 

body off the floor, your toes and forearms 

should be holding you up.  Keep abs tight and 

head in proper alignment then push hips 

toward the ceiling.  Hold at the top of the 

motion for a moment then return to the 

starting position.  Repeat as directed. 
 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

 

Single Leg Lowers 

(10-15 each leg) 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on your back with your 

legs straight towards the ceiling and arms 

extended overhead.  Keep your arms straight 

and angled over your head.  Engage the core 

and slowly lower your right leg toward the 

floor.  Keep the leg as straight as possible 

throughout the entire motion.  Lower the leg 

to 6-12 inches off the ground, pause at the 

bottom then return to the starting position.  

Perform the same motion on the other leg 

alternating legs until you reached the 

prescribed number of reps.  Remember to 

keep abs "IN" and to breathe easy as you 

move.  Keep your legs as straight as possible 

and use a slow controlled motion.     

 

 

 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5dOOUAYFNs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5dOOUAYFNs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5lICxFN2HI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFUnMdgBf04
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FRF Ultimate Workout #5 -Strength Exercises 

Perform the first exercise with strict form, after completing the suggested reps, quickly go to the next 

exercise without rest and follow its suggested reps.  Rest after the second exercise then repeat 2-3 times 

before going to the next superset pair.  Use good form and control each rep.  

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

1a.  Squats 

(6-8 reps) 

 

Superset with 1b. 

Coaching Tips:  Start with the bar comfortably 

positions on your upper back.  You may use a 

pad for comfort.  It is very important to keep 

your abs tight throughout the entire motion.  

Draw the abs in and slowly descend towards 

the floor, bend at the hip and knee, like you are 

to sit in a chair.  Go as low as you comfortably 

can, pause, push thought your feet and return to 

starting position.  Do not lean forward or let 

your knees swing in or out.  Keep a slow, 

controlled pace.  Repeat as directed. 

 

 

1b. Spider Push-ups 

(6-8 reps) 

rest 1-2 mins. (repeat 

superset 2-3x) 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on the floor with your 

body weight supported by your hands under 

your shoulders and your toes.   Tighten your 

abs and glutes then slowly lower your upper 

body towards the floor.  Your elbows should be 

outside your body.  Lower till your chest is 

almost touching the floor, as you lower 

yourself; slowly bring your left knee up to your 

right elbow.  Push through your chest, 

shoulders and triceps to return to the start 

position, and return your leg to the start 

position. Alternate sides until you complete all 

repetitions.  

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

2a. Pull-ups 

(6-15 reps) 

Superset with 2b. 

Coaching Tips:  Grasp the bar with an 

overhand grip allowing your feet to come off 

the floor.  Stabilize your spine by tightening 

the abs and glutes then slowly pull your body 

towards the overhead bar.  Bring your chin to 

the bar, pause and then slowly lower your body 

back to the starting position.  Keep your 

movement under control so you don’t swing on 

the bar.  Repeat reps as directed. 
 

2b.  Woodchopper   

(6-8 reps each side) 

rest 1-2 mins. (repeat 

superset 2-3x) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand with your feet slightly wider 

than hip-width.   Hold a dumbbell, kettle bell, or 

plate weight evenly in both hands.  Draw your 

abdomen inward toward your spine and tighten your 

butt.  Slowly bend your knees and rotate your torso 

right as you draw your arms down and across your 

body.  Lower the weight to shin height, pause, then 

rotate and lift the weight over the opposite shoulder.  

Slightly rotate your feet with the motion to take 

strain off the knees.  Repeat the same motion on the 

other side.  Form is more important than how long 

or how much! Perform each rep with control, 

maintain good posture (back straight and head back) 

throughout the motion.   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rpuzx2r-ip8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2IubC-Dfi8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbDQkpHrLaY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmmzLp9bjMQ
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Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 
 
3a.  DB alt. Arm 
Hammer Curls 
(6-8 reps each arm) 

Superset with 3b. 

Coaching Tips:  In a standing position, hold 

dumbbells at your side and place legs less than 

hip width apart.  Draw your abs tight and 

squeeze the glutes.  Perform a bicep curl by 

flexing the elbow while keeping the palms so 

that they face the side of the body (hammer 

grip) at chest level.   Keep shoulder blades in 

neutral throughout the exercise. Pause on the 

top of the movement,  slowly lower the 

dumbbells back to the side of the body by 

extending the elbows straight.   Pause at the 

bottom briefly, and then repeat with the other 

arm.   Maintain a slow, controlled pace.   Make 

sure to keep your shoulder and head in proper 

alignment; do not use momentum to assist you.   

 

3b.  DB one Arm 
overhead tricep 
ext. 
(6-8 reps each arm) 

rest 1-2 mins. (repeat 

superset 2-3x) 

Coaching Tips:  In a staggered standing position, 

hold  a dumbbell with your arm straight 

overhead.  Draw your abs tight and squeeze the 

glutes.  Slowly lower the dumbbell behind your 

elbow points toward the ceiling.  Inhale as you 

perform this movement and pause when your 

triceps are fully stretched (weight on the 

bottom)  Return to the starting position by 

flexing your triceps as you breathe out. Tip: It 

is imperative that only the forearm moves.  The 

upper arm should remain at all times stationary 

next to your head.  Repeat for the 

recommended amount of repetitions and switch 

arms.   

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 
 
4a.  Bent over Y- 
raises 
(10 reps) 

Superset with 4b. 

Coaching Tips:  Begin standing with feet hip 

width apart. Bend forward at the waist keeping 

a straight back not rounded). Let your arms 

drop toward the floor (weights optional).  Draw 

your navel towards your spine and squeeze 

your glutes for spinal stabilization. Raise your 

arms keeping thumbs pointed up at the ceiling.  

Do not allow your head to “jut” forward as you 

raise the dumbbells.  Maintain good posture 

and control the weights throughout the entire 

movement.  Bring the weights parallel to the 

floor, pause, then return to the starting position 

for a moment (do not lean forward or back to 

use momentum) If you use weight, make sure it 

is light; this exercise can do a lot with a little 

weight. 
 

4b.  Farmers Carry 
(30-40 steps) 
rest 1-2 mins. (repeat 

superset 2-3x) 

Coaching Tips:  Begin by standing between the heavy 

objects (db’s, kb’s, bars).  After gripping the 

handles, lift them up by driving through your heels, 

keeping your back straight, your core tight and your 

head up. Walk taking short, quick steps, and don't 

forget to breathe.  You can go for time or distance. 

You can also walk in a figure eight pattern, which 

adds a unique stress to the core musculature and 

torso. Stay tight throughout the entire exercise. Do 

not let any one part of your body become too 

relaxed and open for injury. 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9t9PMKsQuM8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9t9PMKsQuM8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bv8294zRJu4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bv8294zRJu4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bv8294zRJu4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PhdlOvNWDXo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PhdlOvNWDXo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bwzs_-uTlrQ
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FRF Ultimate Workout #5 Workout Plan Date:  Date:  Date:  Date:  Additional 
Note 

Muscle 
Groups 

Perform each exercise 
with great form, 

posture and intensity! 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 
Actual Workout Results 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps  

Warm-up (Repeat Circuit 2x if needed, 1x is mandatory) 

W
a
rm

-u
p

 Start with a 5-10 minute elliptical, jog, bike or stairs for warm-up 
Thoracic rotation 8-10 ea 0           
Squat to Stand 10x 0           
Walking Quad Stretch 8-10 ea 0           
Step forward toe 
touches 

8-10 ea 30s           
Foam Roll (trouble 
spots) 

10x/spot 5 mins          
Core Exercises 

C
o

re
 E

x
e
rc

is
e
s 

Core Circuit #1 

Glute Bridge Marching 6-10 ea 0           
Prone Plank pulses 12-20 0           
Single leg lowers 10-15e 30s           
             
Core Circuit #2 

Glute Bridge Marching 6-10 ea 0           
Prone Plank pulses 12-20 0           
Single leg lowers 10-15e 30s           
             

Strength Exercises 

Set 
# 

Perform each exercise 
with great form, 

posture and intensity! 

Workout Plan Actual Workout Results 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps Additional 

Notes 
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

1a Squat 
 

6-8 20s           

1b Spider Push-ups 6-8 ea 1-
2m 

          

1a Squat 
 

6-8 20s           

1b Spider Push-ups 6-8 ea 1-
2m 

          

1a Squat 
 

6-8 20s           

1b Spider Push-ups 6-8 ea 1-
2m 

          

2A Pull ups 6-15 20s           

2B Woodchopper 6-8 
each 
side 

1-
2m 

          

2A Pull ups 6-15 20s           

2B Woodchopper 6-8 
each 
side 

1-
2m 

          

2A Pull ups 6-15 20s           

2B Woodchopper 6-8 
each 
side 

1-
2m 

          

3A DB Alt arm Ham Curls 6-8 
each 
arm 

20s           

3B One arm DB over tri 
nsions 

6-8 
each 
arm 

1-
2m 

          

3A DB Alt arm Ham Curls 6-8 
each 
arm 

20s           

3B One arm DB over tri 
nsions 

6-8 
each 
arm 

1-
2m 

          

3A DB Alt arm Ham Curls 6-8 
each 
arm 

20s           

3B One arm DB over tri 
nsions 

6-8 
each 
arm 

1-
2m 

          

4A Bent over Y raises 10x 20s           

4B Farmers walk 30-40s 1-
2m 

          

4A Bent over Y raises 10x 20s           

4B Farmers walk 30-40s 1-
2m 

          

4A Bent over Y raises 10x 20s           

4B Farmers walk 30-40s 1-
2m 

          

Workout Notes 
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Ultimate Fire Rescue Athlete Workout #6 

This is the big one.  Workout 6 will combine brute strength with muscular recovery.  Perform the warm-ups, then go right to the 

strength portion (core is integrated into the circuit). The strength exercises call for you to perform 3 sets of each of the first 3 

exercises and to follow the last set with a burnout exercise.  The rep ranges are lower and rest intervals are higher so you can 

move more weight.  After you push your strength to new heights on the first 3 exercises, you will circuit the next 6 exercises 2 to 

3 times.  Push yourself and watch your form. 
Active Warm-up 

Perform the active warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for 

each.  Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 or 3 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous shift 

or workout. 

Inch Worms   6 – 8 reps    

Prisoner Squats  12 reps 

Spidermans   8-10 each side 

Hitchhikers   20x 
Repeat the above exercises in a circuit 2x with minimal rest, after completing the circuits foam roll 

Foam Roll   10x over trouble spots 

Core Exercises 

For this workout the core exercises are integrated into the  circuit. 

  

 Exercises 

Perform these 3 main exercises for 2 to 4 sets each.  Follow the last set with the burnout exercise for one set 

to almost failure.  Follow the rest guidelines and challenge yourself. 

 Exercise   Reps   Rest   
Incline (alternate)DB Chest Press 6,6,6, and/or 6  1 minute (no rest after last set go right to burnout 

exercise) 

Stability Ball Push-ups  burnout AMAP rest 1-2 mins then to the lat pulldowns 

Lat Pulldowns   6,6,6, and/or 6  1 minute (no rest after last set go right to burnout 

exercise) 

Reverse Grip Pulldowns  burnout AMAP rest 1-2 mins then to the Squat to press 

Squat to Press   6,6,6, and/or 6  1 minute (no rest after last set go right to burnout 

exercise) 

Stiff leg deads to shrugs burnout AMAP rest 1-2 mins then go to the circuits 

 
After completing the burnout set of the stiff leg deadlift to shrugs, grab some water and get ready.  You will circuit 

these next 6 exercises for 2 to 3 sets (circuits).    Rest for 1-2 minutes between circuits.  Proper form and posture are a 

must……..have fun.   

   Exercise   Reps   Rest 
   Ball Crunch w/weight  10-15x   20 sec 

 Ball Hamstring Curls  10-15x   20 sec 

 DB Lunge to curls  10-15x   20 sec 

 Feet up Tricep Skulls  10-15x   20 sec 

 Single leg touchdowns 6-8 each leg  20 sec 

 Body rows   10-15x   1-2 mins  
**During week 5 of the program do not perform the burnout sets and only 2 circuits.. 

 

Check the Workout Calendar; you may be required to perform one of the 10 –minute Interval Overhauls 

following the workout.  Complete the workout by following the Stretching and Recovery Manual. 

 

Trial and error is the way to determine how much weight to lift.  Choose a weight such that the last rep of 

the first set (highest number in the rep range) is somewhat difficult but not too difficult, to complete.  If you 
stick to the rest intervals strictly it will be very difficult to complete the same number of reps in sets 2 and 3.  

If you can, increase the weight.  Progressive overload, or adding more weight over time, is a fundamental 

principle of weight training.   
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FRF Ultimate Workout #6 -Warm Up Exercises 

 

Perform the warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for 

each. Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous shift 

or workout. 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

Inch Worms 

(8-10 reps)  

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with your feet 

at hip width. Hinge forward at the waist and touch 

the floor with your palms. Bend your knees, if 

necessary.  Draw your belly button inward toward 

your spine.   Walk your hands forward until you 

are supporting all your weight on your hands and 

toes. Your body should make a straight line and 

your hands should line up with your shoulders. 

Hold this position for 2 seconds then walk your 

hands back toward your feet.  Try to keep your 

palms on the floor, bend your knees, if necessary. 
 

Prisoner Squat  

(15 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand with your feet shoulder-

width apart and clasp your hands behind your 

head. Keep your elbows pulled back and your 

shoulder blades pulled together to work the upper 

back. Draw your belly button inward toward your 

spine.  Keeping your back naturally arched, push 

your hips back, bend your knees, and lower your 

body until the tops of your thighs are at least 

parallel to the floor.   Focus on keeping your 

elbows pulled back and your chest up. Pause, then 

push yourself back up to the start. Be sure to stand 

up straight between reps. 

 

Spiderman’s       

 (8- 10 each leg)  

Coaching Tips:  Start in a push-up position, 

take one large step forward with your foot, 

aiming for the outside of your hand.  Make 

sure the head and shoulders stay straight and 

be sure to not force the movement, let your 

leg swing as far as it comfortably can, pause 

for a couple of seconds and return to the 

starting position. Repeat on the other side.  

You should alternate between sides. 
 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

Hitchhikers         

(20 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with head 

and shoulders back in proper alignment and 

feet hip width apart.   Bend your elbow 90 

degrees and put your elbow at your sides 

Draw your belly button inward toward your 

spine. Keep your head back in proper 

alignment.  Rotate your thumbs out and 

externally rotate both arms away from your 

hips.  Rotate as far as you can while keeping 

good posture  Return you hands to the 

original starting position.  Repeat as directed. 

 

 

Foam Roll 

 (10x over trouble 

spots) 

Coaching Tips:  Sit on the floor and rest your body on 

the top of the foam roller.  Roll over the top of trouble 

(painful) spots; quads, glutes, hamstrings, calves, and/or 

hamstrings. Give each sore spot 10 good rolls.  It’s a 
good hurt. 

  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y6bv5b4mQ7U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CThBYWS5IWc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeDr4295vsQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x9kqP7LSkik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcWOx-aPljc
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FRF Ultimate Workout #6 -Core Exercises 

 

For this workout the core exercises are integrated into the  circuit. 

 

 
FRF Ultimate Workout #6 -Strength Exercises 

Perform these 3 main exercises for 2 to 4 sets each.  Follow the last set with the burnout exercise for one 

set to almost failure.  Follow the rest guidelines and challenge yourself. 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

1.  Incline DB 

(alternate) Chest 

Press (6,6,6 and/or 

6) 

Burnout after last 

set 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on your back with your feet 

flat on the floor or bench (whichever you feel more 

comfortable with).  Bench should be set at a 45 to 60 

degree angle.  Dumbbells should be straight out over 

your chest.  Slowly lower one dumbbell to the 

outside of your chest while keeping the opposite arm 

straight and stabile.  Slowly bring the first dumbbell 

back to the starting position and repeat on the other 

side.  It is very important to maintain a slow pace.  

Be sure to pause at the top of the motion to stay in 

control.  Repeat as directed. 

  

Burnout Exercise: 
Stability Ball Push-

ups 

(reps= AMAP) 

rest 1 min. then go 

to next exercise 

Coaching Tips:  Place your hand shoulder width 

apart on a medium sized stability ball.  Support your 

body weight through your hands and feet.  Tighten 

your abs and glutes then slowly lower your upper 

body towards the floor.  Your elbows should be 

outside your body.  Lower till your chest is almost 

touches the ball, pause, and then push your upper 

body back to the starting position.  Make sure your 

hips do not sink or elevate, keep your torso straight.  

Be sure to go slowly and keep the head up and back 

and your abs tight. Repeat as directed. 

 

2.  Lat Pulldowns 

(6,6,6 and/or 6) 

Burnout after last 

set 

 

Coaching Tips:  Grasp the overhead bar with your 

palms facing away from you.  Bring your shoulder 

blades down so they are not at your ears. Draw your 

abs tight and lean back slightly.  Pull the bar slowly 

down towards your chin; be careful to not arch your 

back.  As the bar gets below the chin, pause and 

slowly return to the starting position.  Keep the abs 

tight and head looking forward throughout the 

motion. Maintain control of the motion to insure you 

don’t swing.  Repeat as directed 
 

Burnout Exercise: 
Reverse Grip Lat 

Pulldowns 

(reps= AMAP) 

rest 1 min. then go 

to next exercise 

Coaching Tips:  Grasp the overhead bar with your 

palms facing towards you.  Bring your shoulder 

blades down so they are not at your ears. Draw your 

abs tight and lean back slightly.  Pull the bar slowly 

down towards your chin; be careful to not arch your 

back.  As the bar gets below the chin, pause and 

slowly return to the starting position.  Keep the abs 

tight and head looking forward throughout the 

motion.  Maintain control of the motion to insure 

you don’t swing.  Repeat as directed 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxEky3AaJ-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxEky3AaJ-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxEky3AaJ-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoSAb-7l7Xc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoSAb-7l7Xc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYjEqWCp9-M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihNaxMoAOgg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihNaxMoAOgg
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3.  Squat to Press 

(6,6,6 and/or 6) 

Burnout after last 

set 

 

Coaching Tips:  Grasp dumbbells, one in each 

hand with palms facing in.  Draw the abs tight 

and slowly squat, bend the knees and hips only 

go as low as you feel comfortable.  Return from 

the squat and press the dumbbells over head, 

pause for a second and slowly return the weight 

to your shoulders.  You must make sure that 

your abs are tight for the entire range of motion.  

Do not over arch your back or let the weights 

bring you forward.  Perform reps as directed.  

Burnout Exercise: 
DB Stiff Leg Deadlifts 

to trap shrugs 

(reps= AMAP) 

rest 1 min. then go 

to next exercise 

 
Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with a 

dumbbell in each hand, palms facing in.  

Keeping your knees straight (they may have a 

slight bend) lower the dumbbells toward the 

floor.  Be sure to have tight abs and keep your 

head up.  Once the dumbbells are at shin height, 

pause for a moment and bring them back to the 

starting position.  Add a shrug motion (bring 

shoulders to your ears) to complete the motion.  

Do not bend your back; keep it straight 

throughout the motion.  Stay in control of the 

weight. Repeat as directed   

 

After completing the burnout set of the stiff leg deadlift to shrugs, grab some water and get ready.  You 

will circuit these next 6 exercises for 2 to 3 sets (circuits).    Rest for 1-2 minutes between circuits.  Proper 

form and posture are a must……..have fun.  

Ball Crunch 
w/weight 
 (10-15 reps) 
Circuit 

Coaching Tips:  Find a medium sized 

stability ball, place your feet hip width and 

flat on the floor.  Be sure that you are not on 

a slippery surface.   Draw abs tight, squeeze 

your glutes then slowly crunch your ribs 

toward your hips, raising the weight.  Pause 

on the top of the motion for a second, then 

slowly lower you torso back over the ball to 

the starting position.  Repeat as directed. 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 
 
 
Ball Hamstring 
Curls 
(10-15 reps) 
Circuit 

Coaching Tips:  Find a medium sized 

stability ball, place your feet on very top and 

middle of the ball.  Slowly apply pressure 

into the ball to raise your hips (legs should be 

straight).  Draw abs tight, squeeze your glutes 

then slowly pull your heels toward your rear.  

Use your hands to help with balance as you 

move your feet toward you.  Pull your feet as 

close to your rear as possible, pause for a 

second then return to the starting position 

(keeping your hips off the floor the entire 

set).  Repeat as directed.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AE4X8eued5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdpKvLpVj6k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdpKvLpVj6k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dje3ieIUS24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dje3ieIUS24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kb5jEKOT6VE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kb5jEKOT6VE
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Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 
 
DB Lunges to 
Curls 
(6-8 reps each leg) 
Circuit 

Coaching Tips:  Grasp dumbbells, one in 
each hand with palms facing in, weights by 

your shoulders.  Draw the abs tight and 

slowly step forward bending at the hip, knee 

and ankle.  Lower your arms to your sides 

and drop the back knee toward the ground but 

do not let it touch.  Pause for a second and 

push through the planted foot to return to the 

starting position. Keep your shoulders and 

head back, do not get your weight too far 

forward.  Repeat on the other leg.  Perform 

reps as directed. 

 

Feet Up Triceps 
Skulls 
(10-15 reps) 
Circuit 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on your back with 

dumbbells straight overhead, palms facing in, 

feet and knees up (90degree angle).  Brace 

your abs and squeeze your glutes to protect 

the spine and slowly lower the weights to 

either side of your head.  Stop when the 

weights get around your ears.  Pause for a 

moment on the bottom and slowly raise the 

weights to the starting position.  Maintain a 

slow pace and be sure to not arch your back.  

Repeat as directed.  

Single Leg 
Touchdowns 
(6-8 reps each leg) 
Circuit 

Coaching Tips:  Begin balanced on one leg and a 

dumbbell in the opposite hand.   Draw your 

abdomen inward toward your spine. Controllably, 

squat down bending the ankle, knee, and hip 

while reaching attempting to touch your toe with 

the opposite hand or dumbbell.  Pause for a 

moment on the bottom of the motion and return 

to the staring position.  Stay balanced on one leg 

until all reps are complete. Finish all reps on one 

leg then repeat as directed on the other. 
 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 
 
Body Rows 
(10-15 reps) 
 
 
Rest 1-2 minutes 
then repeat circuit 
as directed 

Coaching Tips:  Adjust the bar to mid-thigh 

height.  Grab the smith bar (be sure the bar is 

locked in place). Draw your abdominal 

muscles tight and squeeze the glutes.  Pull 

your chest up towards the bar keeping your 

traps as relaxed as possible.  Keep the abs 

tight, head up as you pull.  Don’t let your legs 

push you up, pull yourself, pause at the top of 

the motion, then slowly lower back to the 

starting position.  Be sure to keep your glutes 

and abs tight and shoulders down throughout 

the motion.  Repeat as directed. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvsYL-hCGjA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvsYL-hCGjA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qjVpvsOjqgg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qjVpvsOjqgg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kEn_eJibKQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kEn_eJibKQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKP0QFrPUi0
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FRF Ultimate Workout #6 Workout Plan Date:  Date:  Date:  Date:  Additional 
Note 

Muscle 
Groups 

Perform each exercise 
with great form, 

posture and intensity! 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 
Actual Workout Results 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps  

Warm-up (Repeat Circuit 2x if needed, 1x is mandatory) 

W
a
rm

-u
p

 Start with a 5-10 minute elliptical, jog, bike or stairs for warm-up 
Inch Worms 8-10x 0           
Prisoner Squats 15x 0           
Spidermans 8-10x 0           
Hitchhikers 20 30 s           
Foam Roll (trouble spots) 10x/spot 5 mins          

 
Strength Exercises 

Set # 
Perform each exercise 

with great form, 
posture and intensity! 

Workout Plan Actual Workout Results 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps Additional 

Notes 
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

1 DB Chest Press 6 1-2 
m 

          

2 DB Chest Press 6 1-2 
m 

          

3 DB Chest Press 6 0           

              

BO Stability ball push up amap 1-2 
m 

          

1 Lat Pulldowns 6 1-2 
m 

          

2 Lat Pulldowns 6 1-2 
m 

          

3 Lat Pulldowns 6 0           

              

BO Rev pulldown amap 1-2 
m 

          

1 DB Squat to Press 6 1-2 
m 

          

2 DB Squat to Press 6 1-2 
m 

          

3 DB Squat to Press 6 0           

              

BO Stiff dead to shrug amap 1-2 
m 

          

Cir 1 Ball Crunch w/weight 10-15 20-
30 

          

Cir 1 Ball Hamstring Curls 10-15 20-
30 
sec 

          

Cir 1 DB Lunge to Curl 10-15 20-
30 
sec 

          

Cir 1 Feet up Tricep Skulls 10-15 20-
30 
sec 

          

Cir 1 Single Leg 
Touchdowns 

6-8 20-
30 
sec 

          

Cir 1 Body Rows 10-15 1 m           

Cir 2 Ball Crunch w/weight 10-15 20-
30 

          

Cir 2 Ball Hamstring Curls 10-15 20-
30 
sec 

          

Cir 2 DB Lunge to Curl 10-15 20-
30 
sec 

          

Cir 2 Feet up Tricep Skulls 10-15 20-
30 
sec 

          

Cir 2 Single Leg 
Touchdowns 

6-8 20-
30 
sec 

          

Cir 2 Body Rows 10-15 1 m           

Cir 3 Ball Crunch w/weight 10-15 20-
30 

          
Cir 3 Ball Hamstring Curls 10-15 20-

30 
sec 

          
Cir 3 DB Lunge to Curl 10-15 20-

30 
sec 

          

Cir 3 Feet up Tricep Skulls 10-15 20-
30 
sec 

          
Cir 3 Single Leg 

Touchdowns 

6-8 20-
30 
sec 

          

Cir 3 Body Rows 10-15 1 m           

Workout Notes 
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Ultimate Fire Rescue Athlete 

400 Strength Challenge Workout 

  

This is a great 400 challenge workout that you can do anywhere, the gym, your home, or the firehouse.  The 

goal of the workout is to complete the suggested reps of each exercise (400 total) as quickly as possible.  

There is a catch of course, each rep has to be performed in a controlled manner and bad reps don’t count.   

Safety first, form is your biggest focus.  All you need for this challenge workout is a suspension system to 

do pull ups or body rows and a form of resistance (plate weight, one kettle bell or one dumbbell).   

 Choose your weight based on your own bodyweight and level of fitness:  FRF (fire rescue fit) use 

25% bodyweight.  If you weigh 175 lbs. (175 x .25%= 45 lb plate, dumbbell, or kettle bell).  Warm-up with 

the exercises below, then tackle the challenge exercise (start your timer after the active warm-up and foam 

rolling is completed). 

Active Warm-up 

Perform the active warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps.  

Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous shift or 

workout. 

 

Warm-up Exercises  Reps    
Y- Squats    10 reps 

Bent-over T's and Y's   10 reps each 

Inch Worms    5 reps 

Chops     10 reps  

X-overs    5 reps each side 
After completing 2 warm-up circuits, foam roll (trouble spots) for 3 minutes.  Then tackle the challenge below. 

Foam Roll   10x over trouble spots 

Core Exercises 

For this workout the core exercises are integrated into the challenge workout. 

  Exercises 

You can start with any exercise but the "kicker" is that you must finish all of the reps of each exercise 

before progressing to the next.  For example, if you start with the prisoner lunges you have to finish all 50 

reps before moving to the next exercise.   You can rest at anytime, some of the exercises you will need a 

little breather because they are too difficult to do all the suggested reps in a row.  Take a rest especially if 

your form is going to crap.  Record the total time it takes to do all 400 reps and try to improve that time 

from workout to workout.   

 

Exercise    Reps   Rest   
Weighted Overhead Squat   25 reps   minimal 

Pull-ups or body rows    25 reps   minimal 

Floor to Ceiling Press    50 reps   minimal 

One arm/ one leg rows  50 reps, 25 each arm minimal 

Spider Pushups     50 reps, 25 each leg minimal 

Weighted v-ups      50 reps   minimal 

Tricep Skull Press    50 reps   minimal 

Prisoner Lunges     50 reps, 25 each leg minimal 

Prone Plank Pulses     25  reps  minimal 

Standing Weight Raises  25  reps  minimal 

 

Check the Workout Calendar; you may be required to perform one of the 10 –minute Interval Overhauls 

following the workout. 

Remember to record your total time of the workout (400 reps). 
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FRF Ultimate 400 Challenge Workout -Warm Up Exercises 

 

Perform the warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for each. 

Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous shift or 

workout. 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

Y-Squats 

(10 reps)  

Coaching Tips:  Stand with your feet shoulder-width 

apart then raise your hands wider than shoulder width 

above your head. Keep your neck and shoulders relaxed 

, draw your belly button inward toward your spine.  
Keeping your back naturally arched, push your hips 

back, bend your knees, and lower your body until the 

tops of your thighs are at least parallel to the floor.   

Focus on keeping your arms straight and pointing 
towards the ceiling.  Pause, then push yourself back up 

to the start. Be sure to stand up straight between reps. 
 

Bent over T's and Y's 

 (10 reps each) 

Coaching Tips:  Begin standing with feet hip width 
apart.  Bend forward at the waist keeping a straight back 

(not rounded).  Draw your navel towards your spine and 

squeeze your glutes for spinal stabilization.  Raise your 

arms in a "Y" formation keeping thumbs pointed up at 
the ceiling.   Lower your arms back to the starting 

position then raise your arms in a "T" formation with 

your thumbs pointed down toward the floor.   Alternate 
between the "Y" and "T" formations until suggested 

reps are completed.  Maintain good posture throughout 

the range of motion and slowly control the motion.   
 

Inch Worms 

 (5 reps)  

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with your feet at hip 

width. Hinge forward at the waist and touch the floor 

with your palms. Bend your knees, if necessary.  Draw 
your belly button inward toward your spine.  Walk your 

hands forward until you are supporting all your weight 

on your hands and toes. Your body should make a 

straight line and your hands should line up with your 
shoulders. Hold this position for 2 seconds then walk 

your hands back toward your feet.  Try to keep your 

palms on the floor, bend your knees, if necessary. 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

Chops 

(10 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Begin by standing with feet double hip 
width apart.  Stand up straight and extend your arms 

straight up toward the sky.  Draw your navel towards 

your spine and squeeze your glutes for spinal 

stabilization.   Slowly bend forward at your waist and 
lower your arms toward the floor.    Reach your arms 

back (between your legs) as far as you can, pause for a 

moment then raise your body and arms back to the 

starting position Progressively make your reps faster as 
you warm-up.  

X-overs 

(5 reps each side) 

Coaching Tips:  Lay flat on your back with your palms 

and toes pointed toward the ceiling.  Be sure to tighten 

the abs and glutes.  Start the movement by slowly 

straightening one leg and swinging across your body 
toward the opposite hand.  Ease into the stretch and 

pause for 2-4 seconds, then return to the starting 

position.  Repeat on the other side.  Keep your 

shoulders and head flat on the floor for the entire 
motion.  Repeat as directed. 

  

Foam Roll 

 (10x over trouble 

spots) 

Coaching Tips:  Sit on the floor and rest your 

body on the top of the foam roller.  Roll over the 

top of trouble (painful) spots; quads, glutes, 

hamstrings, calves, and/or hamstrings. Give each 

sore spot 10 good rolls.  It’s a good hurt.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ay3ZNbQCpqY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7AsFvQzzlt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y6bv5b4mQ7U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNtRi7h_9K4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCt4bxyZhh0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcWOx-aPljc
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FRF Ultimate 400 Challenge Workout- Core Exercises 

 

For this workout the core exercises are integrated into the  circuit. 

 

 

FRF Ultimate 400 Challenge Workout -Strength Exercises 

You can start with any exercise but the "kicker" is that you must finish all of the reps of each exercise before 

progressing to the next.  For example, if you start with the prisoner lunges you have to finish all 50 reps before moving 

to the next exercise.   You can rest at anytime, some of the exercises you will need a little breather because they are too 

difficult to do all the suggested reps in a row.  Take a rest especially if your form is going to crap. 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

 

Weighted Overhead 

Squats 

 (25 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand with your feet wider than 

shoulder width apart from each other.  Grab a plate 

weight or bar and hold it straight overhead (use good 

lifting technique while bending over).   Draw your abs 

tight and squeeze the glutes then slowly lower the 

weight by bending your knees until your thighs are 

parallel to the ground while inhaling.  Push through 

your heels to bring your body back to the starting 

position while exhaling. Your arms should remain 

extended, straight and over your head at all times.  

Keep your abs tight and control each rep slowly.  

Repeat for the recommended amount of repetitions.  

Caution:  Use a light  weight (or none) until you are 

comfortable with your form.   
 

Pull-ups or body 

rows   

 (25 reps)  

 

Coaching Tips:  Grasp the bar with an overhand grip 

allowing your feet to come off the floor.  Stabilize 

your spine by tightening the abs and glutes then slowly 

pull your body towards the overhead bar.  Bring your 

chin to the bar, pause and then slowly lower your body 

back to the starting position.  OR Body Row using a 

bar at hip height, pull your chest to the bar with your 

feet on the floor.  Keep your movement under control 

so you don’t swing on the bar.  Repeat reps as 

directed. 
 or  

Floor to Ceiling 

Press   

 (50 reps)  

Coaching Tips:  Stand upright with feet in double hip 

width position and dumbbells (or plate) in your hands 

palms facing in.  Slowly squat taking the dumbbells 

(or plate) toward the ground.  Once the dumbbells 

reach ankle height, pause and slowly raise them with a 

curl motion up to your shoulders.  Press the dumbbells 

over head, palms facing in.  Be sure to keep your abs 

tight and glutes squeezed through the entire motion.  

Maintain a slow and controlled pace. Repeat as 

directed.  

One arm/ one leg 

rows  

(50 reps, 25 each 

arm) 

Coaching Tips:  Select the appropriate weight.  Grab a 

dumbbell or plate weight, draw your abdominal muscles 
tight and bend forward to 45-60 degrees at the waist.  

Assume a staggered stance with one foot in front of the 

other, find your balance and lift the back leg up off the floor.  

Standing on one leg, let your arm straighten towards the 
floor but still maintain good bent over posture and position.  

Keep the abs tight, head up and pull your hand  towards your 

side.  You want to bring the dumbbell all the way to your 

side, pause then slowly lower to the starting position. Do all 
the directed reps on one side, and then repeat on the other. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyGDf1E5oBM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyGDf1E5oBM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbDQkpHrLaY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbDQkpHrLaY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tojss8y1WZM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tojss8y1WZM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJ1c2eZdVQ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJ1c2eZdVQ8
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Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Spider Pushups   

(50 reps, 25 each 

leg) 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on the floor with your body 

weight supported by your hands under your shoulders 

and your toes.   Tighten your abs and glutes then 

slowly lower your upper body towards the floor.  Your 

elbows should be outside your body.  Lower till your 

chest is almost touching the floor, as you lower 

yourself; slowly bring your left knee up to your right 

elbow.  Push through your chest, shoulders and triceps 

to return to the start position, and return your leg to the 

start position. Alternate sides until you complete all 

repetitions. 
 

Weighted v-ups   

(50 reps)   

Coaching Ques:  This is a great core exercise.  Lay on 

your back with your arms and legs extended toward 

the ceiling.  Grab a plate or dumbbell to add resistance 

and slowly lower your arms and legs towards the floor.  

Contract the abs, relax the shoulders, and keep your 

arms straight throughout the motion.  Pause when your 

legs and arms are 4-6 inches from the floor and then 

slowly raise back to the starting position.  When you 

return to the starting position raise the weight (crunch) 

toward your feet.  Repeat as directed. 
 

Tricep Skull Press 

(50 reps)  

Coaching Tips:  Lie on your back with dumbbells straight 

overhead, palms facing in.  Brace your abs and squeeze your 

glutes to protect the spine and slowly lower the weights to 
either side of your head.  Stop when the weights get around 

your ears.  Pause for a moment on the bottom and slowly 

raise the weights to the starting position.  Maintain a slow 

pace and be sure to not arch your back.  Repeat as directed 
 

Prisoner Lunges  

(50 reps, 25 each 

leg) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart 

and clasp your hands behind your head. Keep your elbows 
pulled back and your shoulder blades pulled together to work 

the upper back.  Draw your belly button inward toward your 

spine.   Step forward with your right leg, taking a slightly 

larger than normal step.  Be sure to keep your left toe on the 
ground and use it to help keep your balance, and also bend 

your right knee.  Continue to lower your body until your 

front thigh is parallel to the ground Keep your upper body 

upright throughout the entire movement. Hold the position 
for 2-3 seconds.  Push with your front (right) leg to return to 

the starting position and swap legs. 
 

Prone Plank Pulses  

(25  reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on the floor with elbows/ 

forearms under your shoulders.  Tighten your abs 

and glutes then lift your body off the floor, your 

toes and forearms should be holding you up.  

Keep abs tight and head in proper alignment then 

push hips toward the ceiling.  Hold at the top of 

the motion for a moment then return to the 

starting position.  Repeat as directed.  

 
Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Standing Weight 

Raises  

(25  reps)  

Coaching Tips:  Take dumbbells or a plate that 

you can easily control.  Stand with good posture; 

engage core and glutes while slowly raising the 

weights with your thumbs pointed up to the floor.  

Bring your hands to eye level then slowly return 

to the start position.  Do not use momentum to 

raise the weights and maintain good posture 

throughout the range of motion. 

  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2IubC-Dfi8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMkg-UeqEtI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9yhMysI75I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fV7LIqrP0gU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5lICxFN2HI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdPoVsSkF_I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdPoVsSkF_I
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400 Challenge Workout Workout Plan Date:  Date:  Date:  Date:  Additional 
Note 

Muscle 
Groups 

Perform each 
exercise with great 
form, posture and 

intensity! 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 
Actual Workout Results 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps  

Warm-up (Repeat Circuit 2x if needed, 1x is mandatory) 

W
a
rm

-u
p

 

Start with a 5-10 minute elliptical, jog, bike or stairs for warm-up 
Y squat 15 0           
Bent over T's & 
Y's stretch 

8-10 ea 0           
Inch worms 8-10 0           
Chops 10x 0           
x-overs 8-10 ea 30 sec           
Foam Roll (trouble 
spots) 

10x/spot 5 mins          
Challenge  Exercises 

Set 
# 

Perform each 
exercise with great 
form, posture and 

intensity! 

Workout Plan Actual Workout Results 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t 

  
Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps   

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps Additional 

Notes 
 Week 2  Week 4 

1 Weighted 
Overhead Squats 

25 minimal 

          

2 
Pull-ups or Body 

Rows 

 

25 minimal 

          

3 Floor to Ceiling 
Press 

50  
minimal           

4 Spider Push-ups 

25 each 
arm/leg 

(50 
total) 

minimal           

5 Supermans 
50 minimal           

6 Weighted V-ups 
50 minimal           

7 Tricep Skulls 

 

50 minimal           

8 
Prisoner Lunges 

 

 

 

25 each 
leg 

(50 total) 

minimal           

9 Prone Plank 
Pulses 

 
25 

minimal           

10 Standing Front 
Plate Raises 

25 
minimal           

Total Workout Time 
         

Workout Notes (10 minute interval notes) 
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Ultimate Fire Rescue Athlete Workout #7 

The Metabolic/ Power phase begins with this workout.   Use the first week to adapt to the new workout, 
only perform 3 sets of the first 4 strength exercises and 2 circuits of the final 6 exercises.  Remember to 
use good form with each rep and try to improve  in strength and recovery with each workout.  Follow the 
suggested rest intervals to get optimal gain from these workouts.  Complete the full warm-up and core 
circuits two times. 

Active Warm-up and Prehab 

Perform the warm-up and prehab exercises in a circuit.  You need  to perform them 2x each in a circuit-- 
go right from one exercise to the next.  Foam roll for 3-5 minutes after the completion of the 2nd warm-up 
circuit.  You can start with a 5 minute jog, elliptical, stairs or bike session if you are very tight. 

Warm-up Exercises  Reps    

Step back, reach & twist 5-6 each side 
Knees side to side  5-6 each side 
Chest Hugs   20x 
Hip X-overs   5-6 each side 
Prone Planks (hold)  20-60 seconds 
Bent over T's and Y's  10 each 

Repeat the above exercises in a circuit 2x with minimal rest, after completing the circuits foam roll 

Foam Roll (3-5 minutes) 10x over trouble spots 
  

Exercises 
Perform these first 4 exercises for 3 to 4 sets each (3 sets the first two weeks).  Follow the rest guidelines and 
challenge yourself.  The tempo of these lifts will be a little faster in this phase.  Maintain good form 

 Exercise    Reps    Rest   

1.  Scoop Squats   6, 6, 6, 6 (optional last set) 90 seconds 
2.  Bench Press or DB Chest Press 6, 6, 6, 6 (optional last set) 90 seconds  
3.  Seated Row or 2 arm DB Rows 6, 6, 6, 6 (optional last set) 90 seconds 
4.  DB or Bar Push Press  6, 6, 6, 6 (optional last set) 90 seconds 
 

After completing the final set of the push press, grab some water and get ready.  You will circuit these next 6 
exercises for 2 to 3 sets (circuits).  Take a minimal amount of time between exercises.  This part of the workout will 
not only challenge your power but your recovery.  Rest for 1-2 minutes between circuits.  Proper form and posture 
are a must……..have fun. 

5a. Single Leg Bench Stand-up  6-8 reps each leg 20-30 seconds then  move to next exercise 
5b. Bar Curls    8-10 reps   20-30 seconds then  move to next exercise 
5c. Tricep Bar Skulls                8-10 reps  20-30 seconds then  move to next exercise 
5d. Stability Ball Knee Tucks  10-15 reps  20-30 seconds then  move to next exercise 
5e. DB Shrug to Calf Raises  10-12 reps  20-30 seconds then  move to next exercise 
5f. Bench Get Ups   6 each arms  30 to 60 seconds then repeat 2 to 3x 

 

**During weeks  9 and 10 of the program only perform 3 sets (6, 6, 6) of the first four  exercises and 2 circuits of the 
final six exercises.   During weeks 11 and 12 try to perform all suggested sets (6, 6, 6, 6) and circuits (3).  Remember 
if you lose form then you are finished with that exercise.  

Perform a 10-minute interval overhaul following the strength exercises (refer to the workout schedule to see if an interval 
overhaul should be performed).   Complete the workout by following the Stretching and Recovery Manual. 

 
Trial and error is the way to determine how much weight to lift.  Choose a weight such that the last rep of the first set (highest number in the 
rep range) is somewhat difficult but not too difficult, to complete.  If you stick to the rest intervals strictly it will be very difficult to complete 
the same number of reps in sets 2 and 3.  If you can, increase the weight.  Progressive overload, or adding more weight over time, is a 
fundamental principle of weight training.   
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FRF Ultimate Workout #7 -Active Warm Up and Prehab 

 
Perform the warm-up and prehab exercises in a circuit.  You need  to perform them 2x each in a circuit-- go 

right from one exercise to the next.  Foam roll for 3-5 minutes after the completion of the 2nd warm-up 

circuit. You can start with a 5 minute jog, elliptical, stairs or bike session if you are very tight. 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

Step back, reach & 

twist 

(5-6 each side) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with your 

head looking straight forward.  Slowly step 

back with one leg, reaching towards the 

ceiling with the arm on the same side.  Keep 

your stepped back position slowly twist 

towards the opposite shoulder.  Hold for 2-3 

seconds then slowly return to the starting 

position.  Make sure your abs are tight 

through the entire motion.  Repeat on the 

other side as directed. 
 

Knees side to side 

(5-6 each side) 

 

Coaching Tips:  Stand with your feet shoulder-

width apart and clasp your hands behind your 

head. Keep your elbows pulled back and your 

shoulder blades pulled together to work the upper 

back. Draw your belly button inward toward your 

spine.  Keeping your back naturally arched, push 

your hips back, bend your knees, and lower your 

body until the tops of your thighs are at least 

parallel to the floor.   Focus on keeping your 

elbows pulled back and your chest up. Pause, then 

push yourself back up to the start. Be sure to stand 

up straight between reps. 

 

Chest Hugs 

(20x) 

 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with your 

feet hip width apart.  Draw your abs tight, 

squeeze the glutes and your shoulder blades 

together.  At the same time pull your arms 

back as far as they can, pause and return to 

the starting position.  Keep your thumbs 

pointed back through the whole motion.  

Repeat as directed. 
 

Hip Crossovers 

 (5-6 each side) 

 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Coaching Tips:  Lay flat on your back with 

your palms and toes pointed toward the 

ceiling.  Be sure to tighten the abs and glutes.  

Start the movement by slowly straightening 

one leg and swinging across your body 

toward the opposite hand.  Ease into the 

stretch and pause for 2-4 seconds, then return 

to the starting position.  Repeat on the other 

side.  Keep your shoulders and head flat on 

the floor for the entire motion.  Repeat as 

directed.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYixyC4IdNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYixyC4IdNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7V2rq9o674
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGDx9Lm9wKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCt4bxyZhh0
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Prone Planks (hold) 

(20-60 seconds) 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on the floor with 

elbows/ forearms under your shoulders.  

Tighten your abs and glutes then lift your 

body off the floor, your toes and forearms 

should be holding you up.  Keep abs tight and 

head in proper alignment.  This exercise 

requires you to hold the position or the 

directed amount of time.  Hold as directed. 

 

Bent over T's and Y's 

(10 x each) 

 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

Coaching Tips:  Begin standing with feet 

hip width apart.  Bend forward at the 

waist keeping a straight back (not 

rounded).  Draw your navel towards your 

spine and squeeze your glutes for spinal 

stabilization.  Raise your arms in a "Y" 

formation keeping thumbs pointed up at 

the ceiling.   Lower your arms back to the 

starting position then raise your arms in a 

"T" formation with your thumbs pointed 

down toward the floor.   Alternate 

between the "Y" and "T" formations until 

suggested reps are completed.  Maintain 

good posture throughout the range of 

motion and slowly control the motion.    

Foam Roll 

3 to 5 minutes 

(10x over trouble spots) 

Coaching Tips:  Sit on the floor and rest 

your body on the top of the foam roller.  Roll 

over the top of trouble (painful) spots; quads, 

glutes, hamstrings, calves, and/or hamstrings. 

Give each sore spot 10 good rolls.  It’s a good 

hurt.   

 

FRF Ultimate Workout #7 -Strength Exercises 

Perform these first 4 exercises for 3 to 4 sets each (3 sets the first two weeks with an optional 4th set weeks 

3 and 4).  Follow the rest guidelines and challenge yourself.  The tempo of these lifts will be a little faster 

in this phase.  Maintain good form. 

Scoop Squats 

6, 6, 6, 6 

 (optional last set) 

Coaching Tips:  Start with the bar positioned 

on the bend of your elbows in front of your 

body.  Use a pad to avoid bruising.  It is very 

important to keep your abs tight throughout 

the entire motion.  Draw the abs in and 

slowly descend towards the floor, bend at the 

hip and knee, like you are to sit in a chair.  Go 

as low as you comfortably can, pause, push 

thought your feet and return to starting 

position.  Make sure to keep your head up 

and abs tight.  The Bar position will want to 

bend you forward, use good posture to 

maintain form. Do not lean forward or let 

your knees swing in or out.  Keep a slow, 

controlled pace.  Repeat as directed. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-kWlf2dPck
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7AsFvQzzlt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcWOx-aPljc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gu7unY0TRyc
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Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

Bench or DB Chest 

Press 

6, 6, 6, 6  

(optional last set) 

Coaching Tips:  Sit on the bench with 

feet flat on the floor and dumbbells (or 

bar on the rack) on your knees.  Slowly 

lie on the bench bringing the dumbbells 

(or bar) straight up at chest level.  Draw 

you abs in tight, squeeze the glutes then 

slowly lower the weights to the outside of 

your chest.  Pause for a moment at the 

bottom of the movement, and then 

straighten your arms.  Keep your feet on 

the floor and do not arch your back at any 

point in the motion.  Maintain a slow, 

controlled pace.  Repeat as directed. 
 

Bent Over DB Rows 

or Seated Rows 

6, 6, 6, 6 (optional last 

set) 

Coaching Ques:  Select the appropriate 

weight.  Grab a dumbbell in each hand, 

draw your abdominal muscles tight and 

bend forward to 45-60 degrees at the 

waist.  Let your arms straighten towards 

the floor but still maintain good bent over 

posture and position.  Keep the abs tight, 

head up and pull your hands towards your 

sides.  You want to bring the dumbbells 

all the way to your sides, pause then 

slowly lower them to the starting position. 

Be sure to keep your glutes and abs tight 

and shoulders down throughout the 

motion.  Repeat as directed. 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

Push Press 

6, 6, 6, 6 (optional last 

set) 

 

Coaching Tips:  Standing with feet 

shoulder width apart, hold dumbbells at 

your shoulders palms facing in slightly.  

Be sure to have you head in proper 

alignment (not jutting forward or back 

While keeping the dumbbells at your 

shoulders, bend your knees.  Explosively 

push up with your legs as you press the 

weights straight over your shoulders.  

Slowly lower the dumbbells back to the 

starting position.   It is important NOT to 

let your back arch at any time during the 

movement. If you have any shoulder 

impingement, restrict the motion to 

accommodate or find an alternative 

exercise. 

 

 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uB59WAAIfGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uB59WAAIfGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DvyD1_Ahss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DvyD1_Ahss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_a3r3PZXdYA
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FRF Ultimate Workout #7 -Strength Circuit Exercises 

After completing the final set of the push press, grab some water and get ready.  You will circuit these next 

6 exercises for 2 to 3 sets (circuits).  Take a minimal amount of time between exercises.  This part of the 

workout will not only challenge your power but your recovery.  Rest for 1-2 minutes between circuits.  

Proper form and posture are a must……..have fun. 

Click on the "blue" exercise 

for a video of it in action. 

 

 

Single Leg Bench 

Stand-ups 

6-8 reps each leg

  

 

  

Coaching Tips:  Sit on a bench with your back 

upright  and shoulders back.  Raise one foot off 

the floor.   Draw your abdomen inward toward 
your spine.  Lift your arms straight out in front 

of your body at shoulder height. Without 

leaning forward, press through your heel to 

stand.  **If this movement is too difficult try 

sliding your foot back closer to the bench.  

Slowly sit down and repeat.  Form is more 

important than how long or how much!  Stay 

slow and controlled.. 

 

Bar Curls  

8-10 reps 

Coaching Ques:  Select the appropriate 

weight.  Grab the EZ bar (or regular straight 

bar) in each hand, draw your abdominal 

muscles tight and squeeze the glutes.  Let your 

arms straighten towards the floor but still 

maintain posture and position.  Keep the abs 

tight, head up and pull your hands towards 

your chest.  You want to bring the bar up to 

your chest but not to move the elbows, pivot 

from the elbows. Pause at the top of the 

movement then slowly lower bar to the starting 

position. Be sure to keep your glutes and abs 

tight and shoulders down throughout the 

motion.  Repeat as directed.  

Click on the "blue" exercise 

for a video of it in action. 

 

 

Tricep Bar Skulls                        

 8-10 reps 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on your back with bar straight 

overhead.  Brace your abs and squeeze your glutes 

to protect the spine and slowly lower the weights to 

either side of your head.  Stop when the weights get 

to the top of your head.  Pause for a moment on the 

bottom and slowly raise the bar to the starting 

position.  Maintain a slow pace and be sure to not 

arch your back.  Repeat as directed 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5tTNWXYIDw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5tTNWXYIDw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQFMZqzAhxI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVWB9Upr8s0
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Stability Ball 

Knee Tucks  

  

10-15 reps  

Coaching Tips:  Lie face down on a stability 

ball with both hands on the floor.  Walk your 

hands out, allowing the ball to roll to your 

shins. Keep your hands directly below your 

shoulders; your body should form a straight 

line from your heels to your head.  Tighten your 

abs and bend your knees, drawing them forward so 

you bring your legs and the ball closer to your 

torso.  Hold for a second, then straighten your legs 

and uncoil as you press back to the starting 

position.   

 

DB Shrug to Calf 

Raises  

10-12 reps 

Coaching Tips:  Start with the dumbbells 

comfortably positioned at your hips, palms 

facing in and legs straight.  Draw the abs in 

tight and raise your shoulders to your ears.  

Hold that position and then push through your 

toes to raise your heels from the floor.  Pause 

at the highest point, and then slowly lower 

yourself to the starting position.  Maintain a 

slow, controlled pace throughout the rep.  

Keep your abs tight and head up.  Repeat as 

directed. 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise 

for a video of it in action. 

 

 

 

Bench Get Ups

  

 6 each arms 

 

 

 

  

Coaching Tips:  Lie face up on a bench holding 

a dumbbell or kettle bell in your hand straight 

over your shoulder.  Your other arm can be 

extended to help with balance.  Keep your core 

engaged and the dumbbell above your 

shoulder,  begin to bend your torso to come to 

a seated position.  Keep your back straight and 

your core engaged then slowly stand up with 

the dumbbell at shoulder level.  Slowly sit 

back down,  then slowly lower your torso and 

straighten your arm to return to the starting 

position (reverse the movement).   It is 

important NOT to let your back arch at any 

time during the movement. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21C3fS6lul8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21C3fS6lul8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-YAS0uQUzo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-YAS0uQUzo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4l-gVNLaJU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4l-gVNLaJU
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 FRF Ultimate Workout #7 Workout Plan Date:  Date:  Date:  Date:  Additional 
Note 

Muscle 
Groups 

Perform each exercise 
with great form, 

posture and intensity! 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 
Actual Workout Results 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps  

Warm-up (Repeat Circuit 2x) 

W
a
rm

-u
p

 

Start with a 5-10 minute elliptical, jog, bike or stairs for warm-up 
Step back reach & twists 5-6 ea 0           
Knees side to side 5-6 ea 0           
Chest Hugs 20x 0           
Hip X-overs 5-6 ea 0           
Plank (hold) 20-60 

sec 
0           

Bent-over T and Y 10 
each 

30 s           
Foam Roll (trouble spots) 10x/spot 3-5 mins          

Strength Exercises 

Set 
# 

Perform each exercise 
with great form, 

posture and intensity! 

Workout Plan Actual Workout Results 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps Additional 

Notes 
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

1 Scoop Squats 6 90se
c 

          

2 Scoop Squats 6 90se
c 

          

3 Scoop Squats 6 90se
c 

          

4 Scoop Squats 6 90se
c 

         optional 

1 Bench or DB Chest 6 90se
c 

          

2 Bench or DB Chest 6 90se
c 

          

3 Bench or DB Chest 6 90se
c 

          

4 Bench or DB Chest 6 90se
c 

          

1 Bent over DB Rows 6 90se
c 

          

2 Bent over DB Rows 6 90se
c 

          

3 Bent over DB Rows 6 90se
c 

          

4 Bent over DB Rows 6 90se
c 

          

1 DB Push Press 6 90se
c 

          

2 DB Push Press 6 90se
c 

          

3 DB Push Press 6 90se
c 

          

4 DB Push Press 6 90se
c 

          

You will circuit these next 6 exercises for 2 to 3 sets (circuits).  Take a minimal amount of time between exercises.  
Cir 1 Single leg bench stand 6-8ea 20s           

Cir 1 Bar Curls 8-10 20s           

Cir 1 Tricep Bar Skulls 8-10 20s           

Cir 1 Ball knee tucks 10-15 20s           

Cir 1 DB Shrug to Calf 10-12 20s           

Cir 1 Bench Get-ups 6 each 1-2 
m 

          

Cir 2 Single leg bench stand 6-8ea 20s           

Cir 2 Bar Curls 8-10 20s           

Cir 2 Tricep Bar Skulls 8-10 20s           

Cir 2 Ball knee tucks 10-15 20s           

Cir 2 DB Shrug to Calf 10-12 20s           

Cir 2 Bench Get-ups 6 each 1-2 
m 

          

Cir 3 Single leg bench stand 6-8ea 20s           
Cir 3 Bar Curls 8-10 20s           

Cir 3 Tricep Bar Skulls 8-10 20s           
Cir 3 Ball knee tucks 10-15 20s           

Cir 3 DB Shrug to Calf 10-12 20s           

Cir 3 Bench Get-ups 6 each 1-2 
m 

          

Workout Notes 
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Ultimate Fire Rescue Athlete Workout #8 

 
On to workout #2.   Perform the warm-up and prehab exercises then move to the  exercises.  You will circuit these exercises.  

You can set an interval timer or perform reps for each exercises.  Rest minimally to challenge your anaerobic endurance and 

recovery.  Watch your form especially when you get tired. 

Active Warm-up and Prehab 

Perform the warm-up and prehab exercises in a circuit.  You need  to perform them 2x each in a circuit-- 
go right from one exercise to the next.  Foam roll for 3-5 minutes after the completion of the 2nd warm-up 
circuit.  You can start with a 5 minute jog, elliptical, stairs or bike session if you are very tight. 

Warm-up Exercises  Reps    

Y Squats   12x 
Step Back Reach n Twists 6 each side 
Spidermans   6 each side 
Hip Extensions (feet on ball) 12x 
Hip X-overs   6 each side 
Prone Stick ups  12x 

Repeat the above exercises in a circuit 2x with minimal rest, after completing the circuits foam roll 

Foam Roll (3-5 minutes) 10x over trouble spots 
  

Exercises 

Perform the exercises in a circuit, follow the rest intervals and progress from one to the next.  Rest for 1 
minute after the last exercise, then repeat. Try to complete 3 circuits total.  Use an interval timer to keep 
yourself on track.  You can perform 12 reps of each exercise instead of using time. 

   Exercise    Reps   Rest   

1. Front DB Squats   30-40 seconds  30-20 seconds 

2. DB Halos    30-40 seconds  30-20 seconds 

3. Seated Abs Crunch   30-40 seconds  30-20 seconds 

4. Walking Off-set pushups  30-40 seconds  30-20 seconds  

5. Body Rows    30-40 seconds  30-20 seconds 

6. Ball Stir the Pot   30-40 seconds  30-20 seconds 

7. Farmers Carry (5ft putdowns) 30-40 seconds  30-20 seconds  

8. Finishing Moves   30-40 seconds  60 seconds (repeat for a total of 3 circuits) 

 

Check the Workout Calendar; you may be required to perform one of the 10 –minute Interval Overhauls following the 3rd circuit 

or the workout.   

 

**During week 9 of the program only perform 30 seconds of work then 30 seconds of rest. During weeks 

10-12 try to perform 40 seconds of work and 20 seconds of rest.   Remember if you lose form then you are 

finished with that exercise.  

 

Trial and error is the way to determine how much weight to lift.  Choose a weight such that the last rep of 

the first set (highest number in the rep range) is somewhat difficult but not too difficult, to complete.  If you 

stick to the rest intervals strictly it will be very difficult to complete the same number of reps in sets 2 and 3.  

If you can, increase the weight.  Progressive overload, or adding more weight over time, is a fundamental 

principle of weight training.   
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FRF Ultimate Workout #8 -Active Warm Up and Prehab 
Perform the warm-up and prehab exercises in a circuit.  You need  to perform them 2x each in a circuit-- 

go right from one exercise to the next.  Foam roll for 3-5 minutes after the completion of the 2nd warm-up 

circuit.  You can start with a 5 minute jog, elliptical, stairs or bike session if you are very tight. 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

Y Squats 

(12 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand with your feet 
shoulder-width apart then raise your 
hands wider than shoulder width above 
your head. Keep your neck and 
shoulders relaxed , draw your belly 
button inward toward your spine.  Keeping 
your back naturally arched, push your hips 
back, bend your knees, and lower your 
body until the tops of your thighs are at 
least parallel to the floor.   Focus on 
keeping your arms straight and pointing 
towards the ceiling.  Pause, then push 
yourself back up to the start. Be sure to 
stand up straight between reps. 

  

 

Step Back Reach n 

twists 

(6 each side) 

 

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with 

your head looking straight forward.  

Slowly step back with one leg, reaching 

towards the ceiling with the arm on the 

same side.  Keep your stepped back 

position slowly twist towards the 

opposite shoulder.  Hold for 2-3 

seconds then slowly return to the 

starting position.  Make sure your abs 

are tight through the entire motion.  

Repeat on the other side as directed. 

 
 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

 

Spidermans 

(6 each side) 

Coaching Tips:  Start in a push-up 

position.  It is important to contract and 

tighten the abs before performing this 

movement.  Start the movement by 

taking one large step forward with your 

foot,  aiming for the outside of your 

hand.  Make sure the head and 

shoulders stay straight and be sure to 

not force the movement, let your leg 

swing as far as it comfortably can, 

pause for a couple of seconds and return 

to the starting position. Repeat on the 

other side.  You should alternate 

between sides.     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ay3ZNbQCpqY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYixyC4IdNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYixyC4IdNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeDr4295vsQ
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Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

 

Hip Extensions -

feet on ball 

(12 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Lie face up on the 

floor, arms out to the sides, lower legs 

on a stability ball. Draw your abs tight, 

squeeze your glutes and push your hips 

up until your body forms a straight line 

from shoulders to knees.   Pause for a 
moment at the top of the motion and 

slowly return to the starting position.  

Be sure to go slow with the motion and 

do not arch your back. Repeat as 

directed. 

 

Hip Crossovers 

(6 each side) 

Coaching Tips:  Lay flat on your back 

with your palms and toes pointed 

toward the ceiling.  Be sure to tighten 

the abs and glutes.  Start the movement 

by slowly straightening one leg and 

swinging across your body toward the 

opposite hand.  Ease into the stretch and 

pause for 2-4 seconds, then return to the 

starting position.  Repeat on the other 

side.  Keep your shoulders and head flat 

on the floor for the entire motion.  

Repeat as directed. 
 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

 

Prone Stick-ups 

(12 reps) 

Coaching Tips:  Lie chest down on the 

floor. Hold your arms out to the side with a 

90-degree bend in the elbows. Squeeze the 

muscles between your shoulder blades and 

squeeze your shoulder blades together. 

Draw your belly button inward toward your 

spine.  Slowly slide your hands overhead.   

Keep your hands above the floor; hold the 

extended position 2 seconds. Slowly return 

to the start position, think about putting 

your elbows in your back pockets. Don’t let 

your hands touch the ground and repeat the 

rep again.  Try to improve your range of 

motion in this exercise each week 

 

 
 

Foam Roll 

 (10x over trouble 

spots) 

Coaching Tips:  Sit on the floor and rest 

your body on the top of the foam roller.  

Roll over the top of trouble (painful) spots; 

quads, glutes, hamstrings, calves, and/or 

hamstrings. Give each sore spot 10 good 

rolls.  It’s a good hurt. 
  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZXDk9W0jGI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZXDk9W0jGI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCt4bxyZhh0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DXRxkkT50Tw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcWOx-aPljc
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FRF Ultimate Workout #8 -Strength Exercises 
Perform the exercises in a circuit, follow the rest intervals and progress from one to the next.  Rest for 1 

minute after the last exercise, then repeat. Try to complete 3 circuits total.  Use an interval timer to keep 

yourself on track.  You can perform 12 reps of each exercise instead of using time.  

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

1.  Front DB Squats 

 

(Circuit for time 30 

to 40 seconds) 

Coaching Tips:  Start with the dumbbells 

comfortably positioned at your shoulders, end to 

end with your palms facing you.  It is very 

important to keep your abs tight throughout the 

entire motion.  Draw the abs in and slowly descend 

towards the floor, bend at the hip and knee, like you 

are to sit in a chair.  Go as low as you comfortably 

can, pause, push thought your feet and return to 

starting position.  Do not lean forward or let your 

knees swing in or out.  Keep a slow, controlled 

pace.  Repeat as directed.   

2.  DB Halos 

 

(Circuit for time 30 

to 40 seconds) 

Coaching Tips:  Stand in proper alignment with 

a dumbbell at eye level in front of you.  Draw 
your lower abdomen inward toward your spine 
(activating the deep stabilizing mechanism).  

Rotate the dumbbell clockwise around your head; 
keep your core tight; go slowly as to not hit your 

head with the dumbbell.  Perform all repetitions 
in one direction then perform the same number in 
the other direction.  Be sure to keep your head 

and body straight.  Move the dumbbell around 
your head not your head and body around the 
dumbbell.   

 

3.  Seated Abs 

Crunch 

 

(Circuit for time 30 

to 40 seconds) 

Coaching Tips:  Sit in the center of a bench, grip 

the edge and lean back slightly. Extend your legs 
out and away from your body, keep your heels 

off the floor.  While keeping your back straight 
and shoulders back, bend your knees and slowly 
pull your knees to your chest.  Bring your knees 

as close to your chest as possible but still 
maintain good posture.  Return to the starting 
position and repeat as directed.  It is important 

NOT to let your back arch at any time during the 
movement. Keep it straight.  Remember the first 
part of the movement is to sit up straight and 

brace your core muscles.   
 

 
Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 
 

 

4.  Walking Off-set 

Push ups 

 

(Circuit for time 30 

to 40 seconds) 

Coaching Tips:  In a prone position, place hands 

a little wider than shoulder width.  Brace your 
body on your hands and toes, be sure to keep 
your body straight or slightly raised at the hips.  

Draw your abdomen inward toward your spine 
and tighten your glutes.  Move one hand forward 
of your shoulder and the other a bit behind your 

shoulder.   From this staggered stance, slowly 
lower yourself until your chest almost meets the 
ground and pause, then slowly raise your upper 

body to the starting position.  Reverse the hand 
positions after each rep by walking your hands 

and feet forward one step.   
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDIsKTdui-I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDsRdTeg7cQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P4k1S6FZ1g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P4k1S6FZ1g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EhXbFsYIFdA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EhXbFsYIFdA
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Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 
 

5.  Body Rows 

 

(Circuit for time 30 

to 40 seconds) 

Coaching Ques:  Adjust the bar to mid-

thigh height.  Grab the smith bar (be sure 

the bar is locked in place). Draw your 

abdominal muscles tight and squeeze the 

glutes.  Pull your chest up towards the bar 

keeping your traps as relaxed as possible.  

Keep the abs tight, head up as you pull.  

Don’t let your legs push you up, pull 

yourself, pause at the top of the motion, 

then slowly lower back to the starting 

position.  Be sure to keep your glutes and 

abs tight and shoulders down throughout 

the motion.  Repeat as directed.  

6.  Ball Stir the Pot 
 

(Circuit for time 30 

to 40 seconds) 

Coaching Tips:  Assume a prone position with 

elbows bent on top of a medium stability ball.  

Keep elbows positioned under your shoulders.  

Draw your abdomen inward toward your spine 

then rotate your arms out and to one side 

rolling the ball under your forearms.  Make a 

circular motion in one direction.  Return to the 

starting position then repeat in the opposite 

direction.  Form is more important than how 

long or how much!  Perform each rep slowly 

with good control.  Perform the same number 

of reps in each direction.   

 

7.  Farmers Carry 

(5ft putdowns) 

 

(Circuit for time 30 

to 40 seconds) 

Coaching Tips:  Begin by standing between 

the heavy objects (db’s, kb’s, bars).  After 

gripping the handles, lift them up by driving 

through your heels, keeping your back straight, 

your core tight and your head up. Walk taking 

short, quick steps, and don't forget to breathe.  

You can go for time or distance. You can also 

walk in a figure eight pattern, which adds a 

unique stress to the core musculature and torso. 

Stay tight throughout the entire exercise. Do 

not let any one part of your body become too 

relaxed and open for injury. 
 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

8.  Finishing Move 

 

(Rest for 1 minute 

and repeat as 

directed) 

Coaching Tips:  Grab some dumbbells, bend 
forward at the waist and keep the dumbbells close 

to your sides.  Slightly bend your knees and keep 
your back and head straight.  Curl the dumbbells 
up to your chest, rotate your thumbs out and 

away from your body.  Hold this position for a 
second.  Maintain good posture, head back, back 
straight, keep your abs tight then extend your 

arms (kickback) towards your glutes.  Rotate 
your hands to keep your palms facing your body.  

Pause when your arms are straight then slowly 
return to the starting position (bicep curl).  If you 
can’t straighten your arms the weight is too 

heavy.  Keep your back straight and your head in 
proper alignment.   Quality is far more important 
than quantity, so once form has diminished 

discontinue the exercise.   
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKP0QFrPUi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmdk-xUzHtY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bwzs_-uTlrQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YjIEl7jQIiw
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FRF Ultimate Workout #8 Workout Plan Date:  Date:  Date:  Date:  Additional 
Note 

Muscle 
Groups 

Perform each exercise 
with great form, 

posture and intensity! 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 
Actual Workout Results 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps  

Warm-up (Repeat Circuit 2x) 

W
a
rm

-u
p

 

Start with a 5-10 minute elliptical, jog, bike or stairs for warm-up 
Y Squat 12x 0           
Step Back Reach n twist 6 each 0           
Spidermans 6 each 0           
Hip Extensions (ball) 12x 0           
Hip X-overs 6 each 0           
Prone Stick -ups 12x 30 s           
Foam Roll (trouble 
spots) 

10x/spot 5 mins          
Core Exercises 

C
o

re
 E

x
e
rc

is
e
s 

Core Circuit #1 

Glute Bridge Marching 6-10 ea 0           
Prone Plank pulses 12-20 0           
Single leg lowers 10-15e 30s           
             
Core Circuit #2 

Glute Bridge Marching 6-10 ea 0           
Prone Plank pulses 12-20 0           
Single leg lowers 10-15e 30s           
             

Strength Exercises 

Set 
# 

Perform each exercise 
with great form, 

posture and intensity! 

Workout Plan Actual Workout Results 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps Additional 

Notes 
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

1 Front DB Squats 
 

30-40s 30/20
s 

          

2 DB Halo 30-40s 30/20
s 

          

3 Seated Abs Crunch 
 

30-40s 30/20
s 

          

4 Walk off set push up 30-40s 30/20
s 

          

5 Body Rows 
 

30-40s 30/20
s 

          

6 Ball Stir the Pot 30-40s 30/20
s 

          

7 Farmers Carry (putdown) 30-40s 30/20
s 

          

8 Finishing Moves 30-40s 30/20
s 

          

1 Front DB Squats 
 

30-40s 30/20
s 

          

2 DB Halo 30-40s 30/20
s 

          

3 Seated Abs Crunch 
 

30-40s 30/20
s 

          

4 Walk off set push up 30-40s 30/20
s 

          

5 Body Rows 
 

30-40s 30/20
s 

          

6 Ball Stir the Pot 30-40s 30/20
s 

          

7 Farmers Carry (putdown) 30-40s 30/20
s 

          

8 Finishing Moves 30-40s 30/20
s 

          

1 Front DB Squats 
 

30-40s 30/20
s 

          

2 DB Halo 30-40s 30/20
s 

          

3 Seated Abs Crunch 
 

30-40s 30/20
s 

          

4 Walk off set push up 30-40s 30/20
s 

          

5 Body Rows 
 

30-40s 30/20
s 

          

6 Ball Stir the Pot 30-40s 30/20
s 

          

7 Farmers Carry (putdown) 30-40s 30/20
s 

          

8 Finishing Moves 30-40s 30/20
s 

          

Workout Notes 
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Ultimate Fire Rescue Athlete Workout #9 

 

Workout #9 will challenge every aspect of your fitness.  Perform the prehab and active warm-ups for 2 

circuits, foam roll then move to the tri-sets.  The tri-sets rep schemes will change, adjust your weights 

accordingly.  Remember that form is the key and all movements start with your core.   

Active Warm-up and Prehab 

Perform the warm-up and prehab exercises in a circuit.  You need  to perform them 2x each in a circuit-- 
go right from one exercise to the next.  Foam roll for 3-5 minutes after the completion of the 2nd warm-up 
circuit. You can start with a 5 minute jog, elliptical, stairs or bike session if you are very tight. 

Warm-up Exercises  Reps    

Side to Side Lunges  5-6 each side 
Walking Quad Stretch  5-6 each side 
Scorpions   5-6 each side 
Marching Bridges  6 each side 
Standing Stick-ups  15 
Quadruped Rotations  6 each side 

Repeat the above exercises in a circuit 2x with minimal rest, after completing the circuits foam roll 

Foam Roll (3-5 minutes) 10x over trouble spots  

 

 Exercises 

For each exercise group (1A, 1B and 1C) perform the suggested reps, 15 on the first circuit, 10 reps on the 
second circuit, and 5 on the last.  Progressively increase the weight as the reps decrease.  For the plank 
exercise perform 1 minute, then 45 seconds, then 30 seconds.  Feel free to up the times if you need a 
challenge.  Rest 1- 2 minutes after each circuit. 

 Exercise    Reps   Rest   
1a.  Bent Over Cable Rope Rows 10, 5, 15  Circuit with next 2 exercises 

1b.  Weighted V-ups   10, 5, 15  Circuit with next exercise 

1c.  Box Jumps    10, 5, 15  Rest 1-2 minutes then repeat (2 or 3 circuits) 

 

2a.  Alternating Incline DB Chest Press 10 ea, 5ea, 15ea  Circuit with next 2 exercises 

2b.  Alternating Lunge with Curl 10 ea, 5ea, 15ea  Circuit with next exercise 

2c.  Hanging Leg Raises   10, 5, 15  Rest 1-2 minutes then repeat (2 or 3 circuits) 

 

3a.  Floor to Ceiling Press  10, 5, 15  Circuit with next 2 exercises 

3b.  Med Ball Push ups   10, 5, 15  Circuit with next exercise 

3c.  Plank (holds)   1 min, 45s, 90s  Rest 1-2 minutes then repeat (2 or 3 circuits) 

 

Check the Workout Calendar; you may be required to perform one of the 10 –minute Interval Overhauls 

following the workout.  Complete the workout by following the Stretching and Recovery Manual. 

 

For this workout try to find a weight that pushes your efforts through the last rep, you should be able to 

complete the suggested reps....but it should be difficult.  For the Box Jumps you can increase the height of 

the "box" as the reps get higher (I do a 36 inch box for 5 reps, 24 inch for 10 reps and 12 inch for 15).  

Hanging leg raises can be made more difficult by gripping a dumbbell with your legs.  For the plank 

exercise try to follow the suggested times.  
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FRF Ultimate Workout #9 -Active Warm Up and Prehab 

 
Perform the warm-up and prehab exercises in a circuit.  You need  to perform them 2x each in a circuit-- 
go right from one exercise to the next.  Foam roll for 3-5 minutes after the completion of the 2nd warm-
up circuit. You can start with a 5 minute jog, elliptical, stairs or bike session if you are very tight. 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

 

Side to side lunges 

(5-6 each leg)  

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with 

your head looking straight forward and 

your feet double hip width apart.  Slowly 

bend one leg and shift your weight to one 

side.  Extend the opposite leg straight.  

Raise your arms in front to shoulder 

height to help maintain balance.  Push 

through your heel to straighten your leg 

and return to the starting position. Hold 

each rep for 2-3 seconds; be sure your abs 

are tight through the entire motion.  

Repeat on the other side as directed.  

Walking Quads 

(5-6 each leg) 

Coaching Tips:    Stand up straight 

with core engaged.  Step forward with 

right leg slowly.  Bring your knee up 

toward your chest (not your upper 

body to your knee) and grab it with 

your right arm.  Grab your right ankle 

with your right arm and slowly bring 

your foot back towards your right 

glute.  Maintain balance and a straight 

upright position, pause for a second 

and return to the starting position.  

Repeat the same procedure to the left 

side.  Stand up straight throughout the 

motion.  Alternate between the right 

and left legs. 

 

Scorpions 

(5-6 each leg) 

Coaching Tips:  Start by lying on your 

stomach with your hands spread out wide.  

Slowly thrust your left leg over your body 

to your right hand.  Let your hips rotate 

with the movement and be sure to keep 

your abs tight.  Let your leg swing as far 

as it comfortably can, pause for a couple 

of seconds and return to the starting 

position.  Repeat on the other side.  You 

should alternate between sides.  Perform 

reps as directed. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTrsCJYzhmA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsLyaT1_Bfk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCoCXsq_zjw
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Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Marching Bridges 

(6 each side) 

Coaching Tips:  Lay on your back with 

the knees bent 90 degrees. Find a 
neutral spine position and draw your abs 
in.   Next, perform a full double leg bridge 
and hold in a table top position (hops up). 
The goal is to keep your pelvis level at all 
times.  Now slowly extend one knee, 
pause at full extension and then return to 
double leg support. Repeat on the other 
side. Maintain a tight core and avoid 
collapsing into a pelvic tilt during the 
isometric hold. Discontinue the exercise 
(rest or regress it) if form is lost and 
cannot be corrected with adjustment. 

 

 

Standing Stick-ups 

(10x) 

Coaching Tips  Stand against a wall, abs 

tight and knees slightly bent. Hold your arms 

out to the side with a 90-degree bend in the 

elbows. Squeeze the muscles between your 

shoulder blades and squeeze your shoulder 

blades together. Draw your belly button 

inward toward your spine.  Slowly slide your 

hands overhead.   Keep your hands slightly 

off the wall; hold the extended position 2 

seconds. Slowly return to the start position, 

think about putting your elbows in your back 

pockets. Don’t let your hands touch the wall 

and repeat the rep again.  Try to improve your 

range of motion in this exercise each week. 
 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Quadruped rotations 

(6 each side) 

Coaching Tips:  Start on all fours with your 

hands directly below your shoulders.  Place 

your hand behind your head, do not pull on 

the back of your head.  Draw your belly 

button inward toward your spine. Keep your 

head back in proper alignment and raise your 

left elbow toward the ceiling by rotating your 

head and upper back up and to the left as far 

as possible.  Pause on top then rotate your 

upper back downward so your elbow is 

pointed down and to your right. Complete the 

prescribed number of reps, then do the same 

number on your right side.  Try to keep your 

hips stable throughout the entire range of 

motion.  Repeat as directed.   
 

Foam Roll 

 (10x over trouble 

spots) 

Coaching Tips:  Sit on the floor and rest 

your body on the top of the foam roller.  

Roll over the top of trouble (painful) 

spots; quads, glutes, hamstrings, calves, 

and/or hamstrings. Give each sore spot 10 

good rolls.  It’s a good hurt. 

  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5dOOUAYFNs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SeESdqTHJ2M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8RP4pqwGxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcWOx-aPljc
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FRF Ultimate Workout #9 -Strength Exercises 

 

For each exercise group (1A, 1B and 1C) perform the suggested reps, 15 on the first circuit, 10 reps on the 
second circuit, and 5 on the last.  Progressively increase the weight as the reps decrease.  For the plank 
exercise perform 1 minute, then 45 seconds, then 30 seconds.  Feel free to up the times if you need a 
challenge.  Rest 1- 2 minutes after each circuit. 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 
 

 

 

1a.  Bent Over Cable 

Rope Rows  

(10, 5, 15) 

Coaching Ques:  Assume a 60-45 degree bent-

over position (commonly known as a functional 

stance- feet hip width apart, head straight and 

shoulders back).  Lean forward to grab the rope 

from the bottom cable position.  From the start 

position, draw your belly button inward toward 

your spine.  Maintaining optimal posture, pull 

the ends of the rope to the sides of your chest 

pause and return to starting position.  Focus on 

generating movement from your core instead of 

just pulling with your arms.  Maintaining good 

posture is the key to this exercise.  Return to the 

starting position for a moment, and then repeat.   

Make sure to keep your shoulder blades down 

and back and your head straight extend your 

arms all the way straight on the return 

movement.   
  

1b.  Weighted V-ups 

(10, 5, 15) 

Coaching Ques:  This is a great core 

exercise.  Lay on your back with your arms 

and legs  extended toward the ceiling.  Grab 

a plate or dumbbell to add resistance and 

slowly lower your arms and legs towards 

the floor.  Contract the abs, relax the 

shoulders, and keep your arms straight 

throughout the motion.  Pause when your 

legs and arms are 4-6 inches from the floor 

and then slowly raise back to the starting 

position.  When you return to the starting 

position raise the weight (crunch) toward 

your feet.  Repeat as directed. 
 

1c.  Box Jumps 

(10, 5, 15) 

Coaching Tips:  Draw your belly button 

inward toward your spine then squat down 

bending at hips, knees and ankles.  Use 

your arms for a little momentum to drive 

your body up.  (Be careful to not let your 

arms hit the ceiling).  Push through your 

heels and jump to land on the desired box.   

Land on your feet, stabilize then return to 

the starting position.  Repeat reps as 

directed  

After completing the 3rd ciruit move to the next Tri-set. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gzkQEyc4wT8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gzkQEyc4wT8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMkg-UeqEtI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Z0FlzGSrvA
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Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 
 

 

 

2a.  Alternating 

Incline DB Chest 

Press 

(10, 5, 15) 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on your back with your 

feet flat on the floor or bench (whichever you 

feel more comfortable with).  Bench should be 

set at a 45 to 60 degree angle.  Dumbbells 

should be straight out over your chest.  Slowly 

lower one dumbbell to the outside of your chest 

while keeping the opposite arm straight and 

stabile.  Slowly bring the first dumbbell back to 

the starting position and repeat on the other 

side.  It is very important to maintain a slow 

pace.  Be sure to pause at the top of the motion 

to stay in control.  Repeat as directed. 

 

 

2b.  Alternating Lunge 

with Curl  

(10, 5, 15) 

Coaching Tips:  Grasp dumbbells, one in 

each hand with palms facing in, weights by 

your shoulders.  Draw the abs tight and 

slowly step forward bending at the hip, 

knee and ankle.  Lower your arms to your 

sides and drop the back knee toward the 

ground but do not let it touch.  Pause for a 

second and push through the planted foot to 
return to the starting position as you do,  

rotate the hand opposite the forward leg 

(palms forward) and curl the weight.  Keep 

your shoulders and head back, do not get 

your weight too far forward.  Repeat on the 

other leg with the other arm.  Perform reps 

as directed. 

 

2c.  Hanging Leg 

Raises  

(10, 5, 15) 

Coaching Tips:  Grasp an overhead bar 
with palms forward or back (whichever is 

more comfortable).  Let your feel hang 

from floor, tighten your abs and glutes, then 

slowly curl your upper body toward your 

chest.  Bring your legs as high as possible, 

pause and slowly lower legs back to the 

starting position.  Maintain control of the 

motion to insure you don’t swing.  Repeat 

as directed 
 

 

 

 

 

After completing the 3rd ciruit move to the next Tri-set. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxEky3AaJ-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxEky3AaJ-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxEky3AaJ-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6enwB1nmuQQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6enwB1nmuQQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vre--xfrV5A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vre--xfrV5A
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3a.  Floor to Ceiling 

Press 

(10, 5, 15) 

 
 

**You can use 2 dumbbells to 
add resistance instead of the 

plate weight 

Coaching Tips:  Stand upright with feet in 

double hip width position and dumbbells 

(or plate) in your hands palms facing in.  

Slowly squat taking the dumbbells (or 

plate) toward the ground.  Once the 

dumbbells reach ankle height, pause and 

slowly raise them with a curl motion up to 

your shoulders.  Press the dumbbells over 

head, palms facing in.  Be sure to keep your 

abs tight and glutes squeezed through the 

entire motion.  Maintain a slow and 

controlled pace. Repeat as directed. 

 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 
 

 

 

 

3b.  Med Balls 

Pushups 

(10, 5, 15) 

Coaching Tips:  Place your hand shoulder width 

apart on a medicine ball.  Support your body 

weight through your hands and feet.  Tighten 

your abs and glutes then slowly lower your upper 

body towards the top of the ball.  Your elbows 

should be outside your body.  Lower till your 

chest is almost touches the ball, pause, and then 

push your upper body back to the starting 

position.  Make sure your hips do not sink or 

elevate, keep your torso straight.  Be sure to go 

slowly and keep the head up and back and your 

abs tight. Repeat as directed. 

 

3c.  Plank (hold) 

(1 min, 45s, 90s) 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on the floor with elbows/ 

forearms under your shoulders.  Tighten your abs 

and glutes then lift your body off the floor, your 

toes and forearms should be holding you up.  

Keep abs tight and head in proper alignment.  

This exercise requires you to hold the position or 

the directed amount of time.  Hold as directed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tojss8y1WZM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tojss8y1WZM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKkFKg5h4pY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKkFKg5h4pY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-kWlf2dPck
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FRF Ultimate Workout #9 Workout Plan Date:  Date:  Date:  Date:  Additional 
Note 

Muscle 
Groups 

Perform each exercise 
with great form, 

posture and intensity! 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 
Actual Workout Results 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps  

Warm-up (Repeat Circuit 2x if needed, 1x is mandatory) 

W
a
rm

-u
p

 

Start with a 5-10 minute elliptical, jog, bike or stairs for warm-up 
Lunge with twists 5-6 ea 0           
Walking Quads 5-6 ea 0           
Scorpions 5-6 ea            
Marching Bridges 6 ea            
Standing Stick-ups 15            
Quad Rotations 6 each 30s           
Foam Roll (trouble spots) 10x/spot 5 mins          

Strength Exercises 

Set 
# 

Perform each exercise 
with great form, 

posture and intensity! 

Workout Plan Actual Workout Results 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps Additional 

Notes 
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

1a BO  Cable rope rows 10 0           
1b Weighted V-ups 10 0           
1c Box Jumps 10 1-2m           

1a BO  Cable rope rows 5 0           
1b Weighted V-ups 5 0           

1c Box Jumps 5 1-2m           

1a BO  Cable rope rows 15 0           
1b Weighted V-ups 15 0           
1c Box Jumps 15 1-2m           

 

Stiff dead to shrug 
amap 
1-2 m 

2a Alt Incline DB Chest 
Pr 

10 0           
2b Alt Lunge with Curls 10ea 0           
2c Hang Leg Raises 10 1-2m           

2a Alt Incline DB Chest 
Pr 

5 0           
2b Alt Lunge with Curls 5ea 0           

2c Hang Leg Raises 5 1-2m           

2a Alt Incline DB Chest 
Pr 

15 0           
2b Alt Lunge with Curls 15ea 0           
2c Hang Leg Raises 15 1-2m           

 

3a Alt Incline DB Chest 
Pr 

10 0           
3b Alt Lunge with Curls 10ea 0           
3c Hang Leg Raises 10 1-2m           

3a Alt Incline DB Chest 
Pr 

5 0           
3b Alt Lunge with Curls 5ea 0           

3c Hang Leg Raises 5 1-2m           

3a Alt Incline DB Chest 
Pr 

15 0           
3b Alt Lunge with Curls 15ea 0           
3c Hang Leg Raises 15 1-2m           

Workout Notes 
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FRF Ultimate Athlete 

500-Rep Challenge 

 
This is the final challenge workout of the Ultimate Fire Athlete Program.  It is a great Challenge workout; it 
requires minimal weight and maximal effort.  Try to rest as little as possible.  All you need for this 
challenge workout is a med ball or sledge, suspension row (or webbing) and a weight.  The object of the 
workout is to complete the suggested reps of each exercise in order (500 total) as quickly as possible.  
There is a catch of course, each rep has to be performed in a controlled manner and bad reps don’t count.   
Safety first, form is your biggest focus. 
 
For this challenge, you can do the reps in the order listed.   As a guideline choose a weight that is around 
25% your bodyweight.  For example if you weigh around 180 pounds use a 45 pound weight.   Don’t forget 
to record your total workout time.  Be sure to perform the before timing the workout. ENJOY! 
 
Warm-up Exercises (perform 2 circuits) 
 Perform 10 reps (or 35 seconds if using an interval timer) of each exercise in the warm-up for 2 circuits. 

1. Chops (10 reps) 

2. Prisoner Squat (10 reps) 

3. Inch Worms (10 reps) 

4. Spidermans (5 reps each)  

5. Quadruped Rotations (5 reps each side) 

After completing 2 warm-up circuits, foam roll (trouble spots) for  3-5 minutes.  Then tackle the challenge 
below. 
 
Exercises 

Burpees   25x 
Pull ups (body rows or trx) 25x 
Squat Jumps   25x 
Squat to Press   50x 
Prisoner Lunges  25 each leg (50) 
Marching Planks  25 each leg (50) 
Marching Bridges  25 each side (50) 
One Arm/leg rows  25 each side (50) 
Biker Crunches  25 each side (50) 
Med ball slams (or sledges) 50x 
Pull ups (body rows or trx) 25 x 
V-ups    25x 
Hands on ball  Pushups 25x 

 
To add to the challenge:  Run 1.5 miles or bike 3 miles as fast as possible or perform the 300 cardio, 5 

minutes of hell or the sprint challenge.... after the above exercises and reps are complete. 
 

Don’t forget to record your total workout time (try to improve on this time each workout). 
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FRF Ultimate 500 Challenge Workout -Active Warm Up and Prehab 

 

Perform the warm-up exercises in a circuit, no rest between exercises; follow the suggested reps for each. 

Repeat the warm-up (total of 2 circuits) if you are very inflexible or “tight” from a previous shift or 

workout. 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Chops  

(10 reps)  

Coaching Tips:  Begin by standing with feet double hip 
width apart.  Stand up straight and extend your arms 

straight up toward the sky.  Draw your navel towards 

your spine and squeeze your glutes for spinal 

stabilization.   Slowly bend forward at your waist and 
lower your arms toward the floor.    Reach your arms 

back (between your legs) as far as you can, pause for a 

moment then raise your body and arms back to the 

starting position Progressively make your reps faster as 
you warm-up.  

Prisoner Squat  

(10 reps) 

 

Coaching Tips:  Stand with your feet shoulder-
width apart and clasp your hands behind your 
head. Keep your elbows pulled back and your 
shoulder blades pulled together to work the 
upper back. Draw your belly button inward 
toward your spine.  Keeping your back naturally 
arched, push your hips back, bend your knees, 
and lower your body until the tops of your thighs 
are at least parallel to the floor.   Focus on 
keeping your elbows pulled back and your chest 
up. Pause, then push yourself back up to the 
start. Be sure to stand up straight between reps. 

 

Inch Worms 

 (5 reps)  

Coaching Tips:  Stand up straight with your feet at hip 

width. Hinge forward at the waist and touch the floor 
with your palms. Bend your knees, if necessary.  Draw 

your belly button inward toward your spine.  Walk your 

hands forward until you are supporting all your weight 
on your hands and toes. Your body should make a 

straight line and your hands should line up with your 

shoulders. Hold this position for 2 seconds then walk 

your hands back toward your feet.  Try to keep your 
palms on the floor, bend your knees, if necessary. 

 

Spidermans  

(5 reps each)  

 

 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 

Coaching Tips:  Start in a push-up 

position.  It is important to contract and 

tighten the abs before performing this 

movement.  Start the movement by taking 

one large step forward with your foot,  

aiming for the outside of your hand.  

Make sure the head and shoulders stay 

straight and be sure to not force the 

movement, let your leg swing as far as it 

comfortably can, pause for a couple of 

seconds and return to the starting 

position. Repeat on the other side.  You 

should alternate between sides.   

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNtRi7h_9K4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CThBYWS5IWc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y6bv5b4mQ7U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeDr4295vsQ
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Quadruped Rotations 

(5 reps each side) 

 

Coaching Tips:  Start on all fours with your 

hands directly below your shoulders.  Place 

your hand behind your head, do not pull on 

the back of your head.  Draw your belly 

button inward toward your spine. Keep your 

head back in proper alignment and raise your 

left elbow toward the ceiling by rotating your 

head and upper back up and to the left as far 

as possible.  Pause on top then rotate your 

upper back downward so your elbow is 

pointed down and to your right. Complete the 

prescribed number of reps, then do the same 

number on your right side.  Try to keep your 

hips stable throughout the entire range of 

motion.  Repeat as directed.   
 

Foam Roll 

(10x over trouble 

spots) 

Coaching Tips:  Sit on the floor and rest your 

body on the top of the foam roller.  Roll over the 

top of trouble (painful) spots; quads, glutes, 

hamstrings, calves, and/or hamstrings. Give each 

sore spot 10 good rolls.  It’s a good hurt.   

 

FRF Ultimate 500 Challenge Workout -Core Exercises 
 

For this workout the core exercises are integrated into the  circuit. 

 

 

FRF Ultimate 500 Challenge Workout -Strength Exercises 
You can start with any exercise but the "kicker" is that you must finish all of the reps of each exercise before 

progressing to the next.  For example, if you start with the prisoner lunges you have to finish all 50 reps before 

moving to the next exercise.   You can rest at anytime, some of the exercises you will need a little breather because 

they are too difficult to do all the suggested reps in a row.  Take a rest especially if your form is going to crap. 

Burpees  
 25x 

 

Coaching Tips:  Begin standing on both legs 

in good postural alignment, wider than hip 

width with arms at your sides. Draw 

your navel towards your spine and 

squeeze your glutes for spinal stabilization.  

Bend over and squat down. Place hands on 

floor, slightly wider than shoulder width. 

While holding upper body in place, kick legs 

back. Land on forefeet with body in straight, 

plank position. Keeping upper body in place, 

pull legs forward OUTSIDE your body (to 

protect your knees) to return your feet to the 

starting position. Rise up to original standing 

posture, raise arms overhead and balance on 

your toes. Lower arms and return to starting 

position.  Repeat as directed.  Add a jump at 

the end to make the exercise more 

challenging. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8RP4pqwGxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcWOx-aPljc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_4P0-OaHyk
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Pull ups (body 
rows or trx)  

25x 

 

Coaching Tips:  Grasp the bar with an overhand grip 

allowing your feet to come off the floor.  Stabilize 

your spine by tightening the abs and glutes then slowly 

pull your body towards the overhead bar.  Bring your 

chin to the bar, pause and then slowly lower your body 

back to the starting position.  OR Body Row using a 

bar at hip height, pull your chest to the bar with your 

feet on the floor.  Keep your movement under control 

so you don’t swing on the bar.  Repeat reps as 

directed. 
 or  

Squat Jumps 
  25x 

 

Coaching Tips:  Start with your arms folded in 

front of you, chest high.  Lower your body to a 

squat position and hold.  Draw you abs tight, keep 

your head straight then push through your feet 

and jump as high as you can.  Land with your feet 

in the same position and slowly lower back to the 

starting squat position.  Go as low as you 

comfortably can to start.   Do not lean forward or 

let your knees swing in or out.  This is a fast 

power movement, stay as controlled as you can.  

Repeat as directed.  

Squat to Press 
  50x 

 

Coaching Tips:  Grasp dumbbells, one in each hand 

with palms facing in.  Draw the abs tight and slowly 

squat, bend the knees and hips only go as low as you 

feel comfortable.  Return from the squat and press the 

dumbbells over head, pause for a second and slowly 

return the weight to your shoulders.  You must make 

sure that your abs are tight for the entire range of 

motion.  Do not over arch your back or let the weights 

bring you forward.  Perform reps as directed. 
 

Prisoner Lunges 
 25 each leg 

(50) 
 

Coaching Tips:  Stand with your feet shoulder-width 

apart and clasp your hands behind your head. Keep 

your elbows pulled back and your shoulder blades 

pulled together to work the upper back.  Draw your 

belly button inward toward your spine.   Step forward 

with your right leg, taking a slightly larger than normal 

step.  Be sure to keep your left toe on the ground and 

use it to help keep your balance, and also bend your 

right knee.  Continue to lower your body until your 

front thigh is parallel to the ground Keep your upper 

body upright throughout the entire movement. Hold 

the position for 2-3 seconds.  Push with your front 

(right) leg to return to the starting position and swap 

legs. 

 

Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 
 

Marching Planks 
 25 each leg 

(50) 

 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on the floor with elbows/ 

forearms under your shoulders.  Tighten your abs 
and glutes then lift your body off the floor, your 
toes and forearms should be holding you up.  Keep 

abs tight and head in proper alignment then push 
hips toward the ceiling.  While maintaining the 

abdominal draw-in contraction, push through your 
elbows to slowly lift your hips toward the ceiling.  
Do not arch your back, keep a flat back. At the same 

time slowly raise one leg (straight).  Hold at the top 
of the motion for a moment then return to the 
starting position.  Repeat with the opposite leg, 

alternating each rep.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKP0QFrPUi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKP0QFrPUi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1QqokmOA9U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AE4X8eued5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fV7LIqrP0gU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OLLvQa1EsE
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Marching Bridges 
 25 each side 

(50) 
 

Coaching Tips:  Lay on your back with the 

knees bent 90 degrees. Find a neutral spine 
position and draw your abs in.   Next, 
perform a full double leg bridge and hold in a 
table top position (hops up). The goal is to 
keep your pelvis level at all times.  Now 
slowly extend one knee, pause at full 
extension and then return to double leg 
support. Repeat on the other side. Maintain a 
tight core and avoid collapsing into a pelvic 
tilt during the isometric hold. Discontinue the 
exercise (rest or regress it) if form is lost and 
cannot be corrected with adjustment. 

 

One Arm/leg rows 
  

25 each side (50) 
 

Coaching Tips:  Select the appropriate weight.  

Grab a dumbbell or plate weight, draw your abdominal 

muscles tight and bend forward to 45-60 degrees at the 

waist.  Assume a staggered stance with one foot in 

front of the other, find your balance and lift the back 

leg up off the floor.  Standing on one leg, let your arm 

straighten towards the floor but still maintain good 

bent over posture and position.  Keep the abs tight, 

head up and pull your hand  towards your side.  You 

want to bring the dumbbell all the way to your side, 

pause then slowly lower to the starting position. Do all 

the directed reps on one side, and then repeat on the 

other. 
 

Biker Crunches
 25 each side 

(50) 

Coaching Tips:  Lay flat on floor with legs 

extended to 45 degrees from the floor. Place 

hands under neck to support the head.  Activate 

core and glutes by drawing in navel towards the 

spine and squeezing the glutes.  Lift one shoulder 

off the floor and rotate your shoulder/ elbow, 

bring the opposite knee toward that elbow.  Bring 

the elbow and knee together then pause 

momentarily and slowly return to the starting 

position.  Repeat on the other side.  Only lift as 

far as you feel comfortable, don’t strain.  Quality 

is far more important than quantity, so once form 

has diminished discontinue the exercise. 

 

 

Med ball slams (or 
sledges)  

50x 
 

Coaching Tips:  Assume a ready position, feet 

a little wider than shoulders width.  Grab a 

medicine ball between your hands (make sure 

it is bounce-able).  Draw your abdomen 

inward toward your spine and tighten your 

glutes.  Raise the med ball above your head 

then...Forcefully drive the ball towards the 

floor in front of you.  Use caution, make sure 

the ball does not slam back into your body or 

face.  Grab the ball in mid-air and repeat.  

This is a power movement which means you 

forcefully and quickly perform each rep.  

remember to use good posture and keep core 

engaged. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5dOOUAYFNs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJ1c2eZdVQ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJ1c2eZdVQ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWMN089G0fI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWMN089G0fI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgRwW11_1nI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgRwW11_1nI
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Click on the "blue" exercise for a 

video of it in action. 

 
 

Pull ups (body 
rows or trx)  

25x 

 

Coaching Tips:  Grasp the bar with an 
overhand grip allowing your feet to come off 

the floor.  Stabilize your spine by tightening 

the abs and glutes then slowly pull your body 

towards the overhead bar.  Bring your chin to 

the bar, pause and then slowly lower your 

body back to the starting position.  OR Body 

Row using a bar at hip height, pull your chest 

to the bar with your feet on the floor.  Keep 

your movement under control so you don’t 

swing on the bar.  Repeat reps as directed. 

 or  

V-ups (no weight)
 25x 

 

Coaching Ques:  This is a great core 

exercise.  Lay on your back with your arms 

and legs extended toward the ceiling.  Grab a 

plate or dumbbell to add resistance and 

slowly lower your arms and legs towards the 

floor.  Contract the abs, relax the shoulders, 

and keep your arms straight throughout the 

motion.  Pause when your legs and arms are 

4-6 inches from the floor and then slowly 

raise back to the starting position.  When you 

return to the starting position raise the weight 

(crunch) toward your feet.  Repeat as 

directed. 

 

Hands on ball  
Pushups  

25x 

 

Coaching Tips:  Lie on the floor with elbows/ 

forearms under your shoulders.  Tighten your abs 

and glutes then lift your body off the floor, your 

toes and forearms should be holding you up.  

Keep abs tight and head in proper alignment then 

push hips toward the ceiling.  Hold at the top of 

the motion for a moment then return to the 

starting position.  Repeat as directed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKP0QFrPUi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKP0QFrPUi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMkg-UeqEtI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMkg-UeqEtI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoSAb-7l7Xc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoSAb-7l7Xc
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500 Challenge Workout Workout Plan Date:  Date:  Date:  Date:  Additional 
Note 

Muscle 
Groups 

Perform each 
exercise with great 
form, posture and 

intensity! 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 
Actual Workout Results 

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps 

Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps 
Weight 

(lbs) Reps  

Warm-up (Repeat Circuit 2x if needed, 1x is mandatory) 

W
a
rm

-u
p

 

Start with a 5-10 minute elliptical, jog, bike or stairs for warm-up 
Chops 10 0           
Prisoner Squats 10 0           
Inch worms 10 0           
Spidermans 5 ea 0           
Quad Rotations 5 ea 30 sec           
Foam Roll (trouble 
spots) 

10x/spot 5 mins          
Challenge  Exercises 

Set # 

Perform each 
exercise with great 
form, posture and 

intensity! 

Workout Plan Actual Workout Results 

Reps Rest 

W
ei

g
h

t 

  
Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps   

Weight 

(lbs) 
Reps Additional 

Notes 
 Week 2  Week 4 

1 Burpees 25 minimal 
          

2 
Pull-ups or Body 

Rows 

 

25 minimal 
          

3 Squat Jumps 25 
minimal           

4 Squat to Press 50x minimal           

5 Prisner Lunges 
25 each 
leg (50 
total) 

minimal           

6 Marching Planks 
25 each 
leg (50 
total) 

minimal           

7 
Marching Bridges 

 

25 each 
leg (50 
total) 

minimal           

8 

One Arm/Leg 
rows 

 

 

 

25 each 
leg 

(50 total) 

minimal           

9 Biker Crunches 
25 each 
leg (50 
total) 

minimal           

10 Med Ball Slams 50 minimal           

11 
Pull ups (body 

rows or trx) 

25 minimal           

12 V-ups 25 minimal           

13 
Hands on ball 

Push ups 
25 

minimal           

Total Workout Time 
         

Workout Notes (10 minute interval notes) 
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Interval Overhauls 

Follow the workout schedule accordingly; finish with a 10 (or 5) minute Overhaul when 
directed.  Here are some options for the 10 minute Interval Overhauls.  There are thousands of 
options for these Overhauls (which I blog about often).  If you create your own, I would like to 
know about it so please email me your ideas. 
 
1.  The Uphill Grind.  This is a great treadmill interval, if you’re just getting started with interval 
training you want to decrease the speed and incline to a level that is a little more obtainable. 

 Start minutes 0-2 with a warm-up at 3.5mph and 3.5% incline 

 next 30 seconds crank it up to 7.0 mph at 7.0% incline (slower if needed) 

 rest 30 seconds (stand on the side rails of the treadmill) 

 repeat 7 more times for a total of 10 minutes 
**A challenge would be to perform this interval with a weighted vest.  

 
2.  The 5 minute sprint challenge.    This is a quick 5 minute interval that will challenge your will 
and your fitness.  All you need for this cardio interval is a stopwatch and 20 to 40 yards of open 
space.  The goal of this interval is to gas you out and force your body to recover quickly.   Here’s 
what you do: 

 Measure out 25 to 40 feet, the longer the distance the more difficult the workout, 
mark the distance with a cone or water bottle (any object will do).  Personally, I 
measure out about 30-35 yards (or the distance of the Firehouse truck bay). 

 Start the stop watch and sprint down to the object, touch it and sprint back.  Take a 
look at the time and rest until the stop watch reads 30 seconds, then sprint again.  
Repeat this every 30 seconds for 5 minutes.   

 You should sprint 2x per minute and 10 times total.  The faster you run, the more rest you 
get (if it takes your 9 seconds to sprint down and back then you get 21 seconds to rest).  Repeat a 
total of 10 times (5 minutes total).   You can make this more challenging by doubling the total time 
to 10 minutes (20 sprints), increasing the distance or adding a weighted vest.  Enjoy this one.   
 
3.  The 5 minutes of Hell Interval Challenge.  I like to use this interval challenge at the end of 
workouts or bootcamp classes.  It really challenges your body’s ability to recover while continuing 
to work at a high intensity, just like it is on the fire ground.  All you need for this interval workout 
is a wall and a timer.   

 Set the interval timer for 10, 30 second intervals (no rest).  You will move from one 
exercise to the next without rest……just keep moving.  The five exercises for the 
interval are mountain climbers, burpees, side to side shuffles, crawling and the wall 
sit (or the plank). 

 Start the interval timer and perform the first exercise (mountain climbers)as fast as 
you can for 30 seconds.  After the first 30 seconds, switch to burpees for the next 30 
seconds; continue to switch exercises every 30 seconds.  After you perform the wall 
sit (or plank) repeat a second time.  You do not get to rest between exercises; just go 
from one to the next every 30 seconds until the 5 minutes is up. 

 You can make this interval more challenging by adding more difficult exercises (squat 
jumps, sledge hammers, body drags) or by adding more time for the intervals (change from 30 to 
45 seconds) or by wearing a weighted vest. 

mailto:ZamzowFitness@gmail.com?subject=Interval%20Overhauls
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4.  The Cardio Pyramid.  You can substitute any exercise you like as long as it gets your heart 
going.  Personally,  I like to do the first pyramid with jump rope, the second with mountain 
climbers and the third with stairs.  Here is how it works: 

 Do as many reps as you can in 10 seconds then rest for an equal amount of time.  Next 
do as many reps as you can in 20 seconds then rest 20 seconds.  Then do 30 seconds of 
rest followed by 30 seconds of rest.  Now work your way back down the pyramid with 
20 seconds then 10.  Once you finish the final 10 seconds rest, add another 30 seconds of 
rest and repeat again with the same exercise or a different one.  You will perform a total 
of 3 pyramids (10, 10, 20, 20, 30, 30, 20, 20, 10, 10) with 30 seconds in between them for a 
total of 10 minutes.  ENJOY this one. 

 
5.  Fire ground Operations.  Here is another overhaul that uses fire ground movements as your 
exercises.  Once again you will need an interval timer, a sledge, something heavy to drag and 
some stairs.   Set the interval to a 30 second work, 30 second rest (if you’re a beginner) or 40 
second work, 20 second rest (if you’re more advanced) for 10 rounds (10 minutes total).  You will 
rotate between 3 exercises for 3 rounds each and for the final round you will hold a butt balance.  
The first exercise is to run stairs as fast as you can.   Rest, and then perform sledge slams on a tire 
(or other surface that can take the impact).  Rest, and then drag something heavy around for the 
30 or 40 seconds.  Repeat this mini-interval circuit 2 more times.  After you complete the last 
exercise sit on your butt, lift up your legs and try to balance on your butt for the 30 or 40 seconds. 

You can perform any one of these interval overhauls or create your own.  This can also be 
the time to incorporate some skill training like partner drags and throwing ladders.  Be creative 
but make sure to think about safety and only perform the interval overhauls when the workout 
schedule calls for it.   
 
6.  Run and Fun.  Here is a great option to do outside or at the firehouse.  
For this overhaul you will need an interval timer, a sledge (and a tire), a mat 
and some area to run.  Set the interval to a 30 second work, 30 second rest (if 
you’re a beginner) or 40 second work, 20 second rest (if you’re more 
advanced) for 10 rounds (10 minutes total).  You will rotate between 3 
exercises for 3 rounds each and for the final round you will hold a prone 
plank.  The first exercise is to run sprints back and forth.  Rest, and then 
perform sledge slams on a tire (or other surface that can take the impact).  
Rest, and then perform as many mountain climbers as you can.  Repeat this 
mini-interval circuit 2 more times.  After you complete the last exercise hold 
the plank for the last interval.  Fun...right? 
 
7. Crawling Around.  Ok, here is another one like the previous two but with some different 
exercises.  Once again you will need an interval timer, a jump rope,  and a medicine ball.  Set the 
interval to a 30 second work, 30 second rest (if you’re a beginner) or 40 second work, 20 second 
rest (if you’re more advanced) for 10 rounds (10 minutes total).  You will rotate between 3 
exercises for 3 rounds each and for the final round you will do as many mountain climbers as you 
can.  The first exercise is to jump rope as fast as you can.   Rest, and then crawl on your hands and 
feet forward and/or sideways for the 30 or 40 seconds.  Rest, and then perform overhead 
medicine ball slams into the ground for the 30 or 40 seconds.  Repeat this mini-interval circuit 2 
more times.  After you complete the last exercise hit the floor and do as many mountain climbers 
as you can for the last 30 or 40 seconds. 
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8.  Terrible Treadmill 10.  This is a challenging treadmill interval, once again if you’re just getting 
started with interval training you want to decrease the speed and start the incline at 5%. 

Running uphill at a high incline forces you to drive with your legs and explode off your 
feet-  all skills that will help your ability to propel your body in fire ground motions.  

Here's how it works: Set the treadmill at a 10 % incline (less if you are a beginner).  Sprint 
as fast as you can for 30 seconds, and then rest for 30 seconds. That's 1 round; do 10 rounds total. 
Your goal is to maintain your fastest speed for all 10 sprints. (Be careful: Hold the rails when 
getting on and off the treadmill.) Let us know your speed in the comments below. 

 

Cardio Interval Training 

These are excellent workouts to be done on any cardio piece of equipment including a 
stairwell or track, where it is easy to control your speed or level and watch a clock.  Do these 
correctly, and your heart will be “fit for duty.”  So with that thought in mind let’s look at the 
interval workouts.  
 
Beginner Interval Workout:   Start with 10 minutes at whatever you 
consider a moderate pace, you should be able to talk in short bursts, 
but not carry on a normal conversation. As soon as the 10 minutes 
are up, move (increase speed or level) as fast and furiously as you 
can for a 60 seconds. When the 60 seconds are up, drop your 
intensity down to a manageable pace (or level) for another 60 
seconds, and then take off again. Do this five times.  

When you're at your highest intensity level, you should be moving like somebody's 
chasing you, as fast as you can. When your five sets are over, do another 10 minutes at your 
moderate pace.  Total workout time is 30 minutes.   
***Note that if the minute intervals are too difficult at first, drop the high intensity time to 30 
seconds and gradually try to work up to 1 minute. 
 
Intermediate to Advanced Interval Workout:   When you're ready to progress from the beginner 
workout, try this.  10 minutes at your moderate pace.  As soon as the 10 minutes are up, increase 
intensity for 90-seconds.  Follow the 90-second high intensity with 30 seconds of recovery (easy) 
pace. Repeat this 2-minute interval combination for a minimum of 5 times.  Try to add one more 
interval each time, work up to a max of 10 intervals.   When your five (or more) sets are over, do 
another 10 minutes at your moderate pace.   Total workout time is at a minimum of 30 minutes 
with a max of 40 minutes. 

You can see that the intensity of the cardio burst can change in a few different ways.  You 
can decrease the rest interval duration and increase the burn phase and you can also change the 
intensity and speed of the exercise.  I recommend that beginners stick to a 30 second burn phase 
and 90 second recovery phase.  Gradually you should increase your intensity (level or speed 
depending on the exercise) then work on increasing the time of the burn phase.  The main point is 
that you don’t have to do the long cardio sessions, make them short and intense.  
 
The 4-mile Cardiovascular Challenge Workout:  Here is a great way to challenge and assess your 
level of cardiovascular conditioning (click here to see a video of the 4-mile challenge).  I like to call 
it the 4-mile  challenge because you travel a total of 4 miles, how long and how you get there is up 
to you. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lA_LcFFzRF0
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Here is how you do it, depending on your level of fitness you run and bike for a total of 4 
miles.  If your pretty conditioned you should run 2 miles as fast as possible then bike 2 miles as 
fast as possible.  If you aren't as conditioned you can run 1 mile then bike 3 miles.  The idea is to 
record your total time and try to improve on it from week to week. 
 
The 5-mile Cardiovascular Challenge Workout:  The 5-mile challenge is performed just like the 
4-mile except you complete a total of 5 miles instead of 4.  You can combine the miles anyway you 
would like.  You could row one mile, run 2 miles and bike 2 miles all for time.  Be creative, don't 
forget to record your times from week to week to monitor your progress.   
  
Firehouse #2 Cardio Interval Workout.  Another cardio option is to perform the 10 -Minute 

Interval Overhauls  and double them or the 5-Minute sprint or "Hell" challenge and quadruple 
them.  If you add a 5-minute warm-up and cool down you have a 30-minute interval workout.  
Here is an example that my crew and I did the other day at the firehouse.  We did a 5 minute 
warm-up (the same active warm-up used for Workout #1) then set-up 5 stations: running stairs, 
sledges on a tire, planks, mountain climbers and the rowing machine.  We each performed 4 
rounds of the 5 different exercises (20 rounds total) following a 40 second work to 20 seconds of 
rest interval scheme.  It was great to do as a crew, we were definitely fatigued by the end. 
 
 
 

Remember to email me with any 
questions...and most importantly your 

PROGRESS. 
 

Stay FRF, 
A. Zamzow 

 

 

mailto:zamzowfitness@gmail.com?subject=My%20FRF%20Progress
https://www.facebook.com/FireFighterFit

